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TRUST

IS ATTACKED IN

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
Owensboro. Ky.. June 27. How to
create schools, best fitte.l for edtieu
leg the rural population of the stal
ct Kentucky will be the most Impor
tant and Interesting topic to be con

sinedered during the three days' session of the Kentucky Educational as
sociation, which opened here today
with a large attendance and under the
most favorable auspices. .Many dis
FILES PROCEED tinguished educators frcrn all parts of
GOVERNMENT
INGS IN EQUITY FOR ITS
the state are present and Professor
T. J. Crates, of Richmond, the presi
DISSOLUTION
Mc
dent of the organization. Thos.-B- .
Gregor, of Frankfort, the Third As
DEFENDANTS ARE NUMEROUS slstant Attorney Oenera1 of Kentucky
and several other distinguished Rpealt:
era will adrops the gathering.
THESE INCLUDE SCORE OF PUB

FEDERAL SUIT

1

THE DAB. Y MAXI

'A

Bain la Welcome Except When There 'a
A Game

EASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, JUNE 27,

191

CITY EDITION

1

A NEAR CLOUDBURST

HENWOODUNDULY

DETECTIVES ARE

INTIMATE WITH

SUMMONED AS

MRS.SPRINGER

WITNESSES

For a few minutes shortly after
o'clock this afternoon it seemed as
if Las Vegas might be treated to a
cloudburst, so heavy was the rainfall
Almost without warning the sky be
came overcast and It started to rain,
Hail also fell in considerable quanti
ties and this waa driven before
high wind, threatening the destruction
of window panea and skylights. The
INVESTIGATING
COM
PROSECUTION
SO CHARGES IN streets were soon running full of wa LORIMER
LEARN
WHAT
MITTEE WOULD
DENVER
ter and Las Vegas took on the ap
THEY KNOW:
MURDERER
pearance of a village In Holland.
v newer tne storm did any
appre
ciable damage to crops and gardens Is
RACY EVIDENCE OFFERED not known, hut that some damage was Funk
done is certain. The rain gauge at
HARVESTER CO
the
Normal university measured pre INTERNATIONAL
ACCUSED
RIGIDLY QUESTIONED
.8 of an Inch
of
in
the
SAYS
cipitation
OFFICIAL
THEY SHADCONCERNING ALLEGED COMcourse of a few minutes.
OWED HIM
CROSS-EXAMININ-

tells

about them

TEACHERS IN SESSION
Cedar Point, O., June 27. At the
ancrenlng session cf the
nual meeting of the Ohio State Teach
ers' association, being held here at
this timo, the following
addresses
were delivered: "Intellectual Hab
its" by President H. B. Williams su
perintendent of the schools of Sandus
ky; "The City High School," by E.
D. Lyon, principal of Woodward High
school, Cincinnati and "The Township UNEARTHING OF JENKINS JEWEL
:
RY PLOT REVEALS WIDE-- '
High School," by W. S. Sackett, township school superintendent of Mt
SPREAD SCHEME
Cory. In the afternoon session rural
school problems were discussed. The
evening will be devoted to reoeptlons CUSTOMS OFFICIALS IN IT
and other social features.
sixty-fourt-

SMUGGLING CASE

h

NVOLVES N, Y.

FINANCIER

THEY RECEIVED
BRIBES
FOR
STEEL TRUST REPORT READY
EVERY TRUNK THAT PASSED
CARNIVAL AT NIAGARA FLLS
Washington, June 27. After two
PROMISING SITUATIONS
AFTER CASUAL INSPECTION
yeara of investigation of the steel
Niagara Falls, N. Y June 27.
TO
Knox
ADDRESS
Herbert
trust,
LAWYERS
commis
Smith,
Lprse crowds of visitors have been
Bedford Springs, Pa., June 27. To ONE ADMITS HIS IDENTITY sioner of corporations, today laid be
attracted to this picturesque city to MAKES VEHEMENT DENIAL
COMPROMISE NOT PROBABLE
ALLEGED
A
fore President Taft an exhaustive rewitness the second International car
day was the opening day of the an
MQNOPOLYJS
nual meeting of the Pennsylvania EVEN GOES SO FAR AS TO NAME port of his findings. The report soon
nival with which the summer season
OF VON PHUL INDIG State Bar association, which will be
will foe made public at the president's STATED GOVERNMENT IS DETER.
CHARGED THAT SINCE JULY, 1909, at Niagara was formally opened to SLAYER
MAN UNDER SURVEILLANCE
NANTLY
BEING
DISCLAIMS
In
direction, so the house committee insession
here until and Including
day. The carnival which is planned
MINED TO VIGOROUSLY PROAN ILLEGAL COMBINATION
IN HER BOUDOIR
FOUND
the steel trust may obtain
to
two
The
is
morn
attendance
last
vestigating
this
IN
HE
Thursday.
EMPLOY
unusual
IS
WHOSE
days opened
EXISTED
SECUTE THOSE INVOLVED
ly large and the program arranged
ing with a military parade. The even
Washington, June 27. There was the benefit of It.
Denver, June 27. Frank Harold for the three days' sessions Includes another dramatio episode in the hear
ing program for the first dnv lwiodr
New York, June 27. Customs offi
New York, June 27. A civil suit an
Henwood was subjected to a grilling many features of Interest to members
CORNELL WINS BOAT RACE
illuminated
antomoblle
narade
ing of the Lorimer case Ijoday, when
are seeking today for evidence
cials
was filed In the United States court and a
District
by
r
Attorney of the bar. The list of speakers is Clarence S. Funk, general manager of
Poughkeepsle, N. Y., June 27. Cor
reproduction of the
here today for the dissolution of the the steamer
that
may
bring to light every phase
Elliott this morning, when Henwood's headed by Governor A.'.T. Montague, the International Harvester
won the four-oare-d
nell
On the f- with
Carolinp.
race,
Syrcompany,
of
Jenkins
the
Periodical Clearing house, and about ond
13000,000 jewelry smug-E.
for
trial
murder
the
of George
of Virginia, who Is scheduled to deliv announced that three of the four de acuse second. Columbia
was third
day will ho hpfl (v..
of magazines were made the school children
whose ramifications are
a score
case,
gling
was
resumed.
The
and
er
proseCopeland
a
the principal address of the meet tectives of whose surveillance he told
Pennsylvania
poor last. No ofp"d thre
now said to involve a prominent New
The petition, filed by
defendants.
d
race
aeroplane fllsrhtg and other wttrn" cuting attorney dwelt upon the state- ing.
the committee yesterday, were pres ficial time for the
unan
York
financial man. The New YorkDistrict Attorney Wise, alleges
of
on
ment
Henwood
was
tions.
announced.
previous days,
ent at today's session. The commit
er Is said to have been the father
lawful combination and conspiracy to
hat his trouble with S. Louis Von
tee summoned the detectives as wit
of the scheme by which goods valued
restrain interstate trade and foreign
Pl.ul was the outgrowth of efforts of CONVICT LABOR FOR
nesses. Mr. Funk called attention to
peand
other
at not less than $2,000,000 were smugcommerce in magazine
Henwood
to
the
home
John
of
protect
TO SUCCEED
the matter at the opening of today's UKUuu-lltL- L
roneals and publications.
V. Springer from the threats of Von
gled into this port.
MINERAL HILL ROAD hearing before the senate committee,
Two and possibly more customs ofThe petition charges that the
I'll ul, who, Henwood stated had an
No time was fixed for the testimony
ficials are said to be In the plot,
since July, 1909, have been CHARLES
nounced
his
of
to
intention
sending
V.SAFFORD
c the detectives, who, Mr. Funk deBUYS WOOL CLIPS which had its Inception several years
engaged in an illegal combination, the
Mr. Springer certain letters written GOVERNOR WILL HAVE .TERRI clared
yesterday, were hired to trail
for.
TORIAL
ENGINEER
These officers received, it is
dissolution of which is asked
ajco.
INSPECT
Mrs.
to
Von
by
Phul.
Springer
him and one of whom Mr. Funk de
WORK BEING DONE
The proceedings in equity are against POPULAR DISTRICT COURT CLERK
said, $100 for every trunk, they passProsecutor Elliott .took the witness
clared had confessed the nature of his THOUSANDS
OF POUNDS
PUR- ed with
the "Periodical Clearing House,
only a casual inspection.
back to May 17th, a week before the
BE APPOINTED TRAVWILL
and
his
the
of
employment
identity
the
CHASED
BIG
BY
Pairo
is
and company,
It
The New Yorker not only waa conWHOLESALE
Tvnhidav.
reported on good authority
and
occasion
of
the
a
shooting,
visit
ELING AUDITOR
employer. Mr. Funk 6tated that the
ll
tent to smuggle valuable goods. InpiihUahine company. S. S.
FIRM OF LAS VEGAS
by Henwood to the Springer ranch. that Governor Mills will have the ter- detective who admitted he had been
McClure company. Current Literature
cluding much Jewelry, for himself, hut
Henwood denied vehemently that he ritorial good roads engineer inspect employed to shadow him was named
Santa Fe, N. M., June 27. John hed
the new road being constructed to
thousands of dollars of dutiable stuff
Publishing company, Phillips Publishof
Ve
been
Las
fact
the
discovered
that
with
Regardless
arms
his
Blaine and belonged to a Chicago
clerk of the Fourth judicial
Joerns,
Mineral
Hill
and
a
Brothers,
with
to
view
company,
Harper
has
credited
ing
been
sending
around Mrs. Springer by the house
with having for others, who became In this way
gas
to the agency.
Leslie's Weekly, Judge company, Re district court, will be appointed terri- keeper at the. ranch or that he bad a detachment of convicts
lost
some
of
its
prestige aa ohllgated to him.
Attorney Haynes asked the witness
There will be no. compromise In
wool
view of Reviews company. Interna- torial traveling auditor to succeed driven Mrs. Springer's, maid from Mm. scene of construction to do the rock further
center, it developed this morn
about 'his testimony that Mr.
Intha Jenkins smuggling case. The fedsome
that
of
of
tional Magazine company, Standard Charles V. Safford, the present
the
ing
rocn at S o'clock Ir.' i"th work.
largest
Springer's
clips
not
to
seem
did
he under the
eral prosecutor is still considering the
This road w.ll be one of the biggest linej
Fashion company. New Idea Publish- cumbent, who has resigned, the resig- morning and In the scuffle Mrs.
Influence of liquor when the alleeged the territory are being taken by lo cases of a
1. Mr.
to
nation
become
effective
July
in
San
prominent western manuhighway
cal
Improvements
Miguel
buyers. Gross, Kelly & company,
ing company, Ridgeway company,
Springer's nightgown was nearly torn
request for a Lorimer contrlbuton
a
official
who are among the largest wool buy facturer and a southern coal operator.
ff. . He admitted, however, that his county when completed and any as was
American Home Magazine company, Safford retires as territorial
made. Mr. Funk said he had
In connection with the Jenkins smugto take up the duties of cashier of room was
one of the suite occupied sistance the territory may end the never seen Mr. Hlnes take a drink ers in the southwest, have purchased
Short Stories company, limited, and
of
Commerce
Bank
the grand
at
the
case, hut whether
gling
residents
of
'Albuquer
the
Col
are
who
L.
two
followneighborhood
Frederick
the
N.
the
Mrs.
days,
during
Doubleday,
past
Frank
by
Springer, and was only senor even smoke a cigar.
matter
ha3
In
as yet. Is
hand
the
Jury
their
que.
totime and money
lvarated from hr own hnndnlr lw a spending
lins, Charles D. Lanier and George
"What has that got to do with this ing clips:
T t"
! a
Tn mn ' a -Van
not known.
annntntmjint
ward
the
road
will
be
of
fixing
up
Dick
DeGraftenCaptain Clancey,
fully Investigation?" asked Senator Kern.
Von Utassy, directors and officers
,
hfith .room, to which doors led from
T"
not oeen officially announced, It is tin
appreciated.
i
the Salado Live Stock company,
the Periodical Clearing house.
the two rooms.
Oh, no offense was meant," inter reid,
MRS. D. WINTERNITZ DEAD
George
Longmore, Arnold,
Abbott,
The petition recites that prior to derstood the position has been for"In all these relations you had in
jected Mr. Hynes. "I smoke, too."
A. M. Adler received a telegram
mally tendered him by Governor Mills mind only the
"I did not think that would he of and Elmore. They have bought a last night Informing him of the death
purpose of maintaining
Jul, 3909, there were upwards In-of and
MAY
RECIPROCITY
that
he
will
has
Who
great many others, but the ones men
accepted.
tne peace of tne Springer house
fensive to a- man from Chicago to ask
Mrs. David Winternitz,
twenty thousand corporai5Pn?
are among the big clips of the of his sister,
tioned
court
Mr.
Succeed
as
district
Joerns
hold?" asked the state's attorney.
f he took a drink," declared Senator
dividuals publishing and selling pewhich occurred yesterday in Hampterritory. Several other local buyers
BE USED AS CLUB Kenyon.
riodicals la free comejtion, hut that clerk at Las Vegas, has not yet been The witness bowed in the affirmative.
Va. The funeral will occur toare quite active and the Indications ton,
C.
hut
Roberts
J.
determined,
Judge
Henwood was asked about the confer
morrow In Baltimore, Md. Mrs. Winfollowing the organization of the
are
that Las Vegas capital will be
announce the selection of a ence with Chief of Police
PAUL HOLLAND PROMOTED
is survived by her husband
Periodical Clearing house in July, 1909 will, likely
Armstrong INSURGENTS-DEMOCRATWOULD
used In moving a very large per cent ternitz
In a few days.
new
clerk
of
the
here
received
been
has
Word
the night before the shooting in
and
brother
and several other rela
Notices Were sent to subscription
AND
WOOL
LIST
FREE
PASS
of the clip of the territory.
The position of traveling auditor which he
tives. Mr. and Mrs. Winternitz left
promotion of Paul A. Holland, manappealed for help in securagencies and agents notifying them
BILLS
FIRST
.
,
This recent activity in the wool
has been filled by Mr. Safford since ing the lettets sent by Mr.s
ager of the Trinidad district of the
here about a year ago to reside in Vir
that they iwould have to sign the
Springer
business revives Interest in the wool
of the office ten years to Von
the
creation
Mr.
Colorado
company.
Phul. In that conversation
Telephone
contract with the Periodical Clearing
ginia. They lived In Las Vegas many
27.
An
,
June
attempt
Washington,
scouring business. It is quite proband during his Incumbency he th-- chief
Mr. Winternitz being the hold
said, according to Hen- ty Chairman Penrose of the senate Holland will soon begin his duties as able
house if such agencies Intended to ago,
that an effort will be made to In years,
has made a splendid record. It was wood, that he would
Colorado Springs
the
for
to have Von finance committee to fix
considerable
er
manager
of
conduct further business with the
property on Bridge
try
July 24 for
road to establish
his "work In. this postlon that com Phul come to his office to
the second of importance under duce the Santa Fe
in other portions of the
street
and
talk over a vote on the Canadian reciprocity
members oi said periodical clearing
a rate that will make it posslbe to
mended him to the directors of the the matter, but he did not succeed.
Holland has been
'
and town. Mr. and Mrs. Winterhouse.
bill was defeated in the senate today, the company. Mr.
scour wool here, and If the effort suc- city
become
to
bank
is
which
he
of
made
a frequent visitor here and has
The next day, continued Henwood, he
nitz
have many friends here and
The petition then recites that tho
through Senator La Follette's objec
Las Vegas will again become
cashier.
in Las Vegas. His rise ceeds,
friends
armed himself, "for protection."
of Mrs. Winternitz's death will
news
many
Periodical Clearing house prepared a
a
debate
indicated
tion.
The
that
the greatest wool scouring center in
The appointment of Mr. Joerns as
in the employ of the Colorado Tele
Henwood Identified the revolver
"Official price list," of maga-zine- s
bring genuine sorrow to many Las
and
the
of
part
republican
insurgents
the
southwest.
auditor is a good one, since with which the shooting was done but
Is a merited one. Mr,
Vegas people.
and periodicals, containing rules traveling
and some democrats will fight to have phone company
13 especially equipped to maintain r
he
succeeded by C. C
be
Holland
will
not
could
be induced to admit the wool revision and the free list
governing eales of subscriptions and
standard set by Mr. Safford. the shooting of Copeland. He was
MONTANA FOR GOOD ROADS
"the publishers' wholesale price list." the high
so that the president Campbel of Roswell.
JOSEPH SMITH IS
la as onerous as it Is Im asked about the statement credited bills passed first,
The
position
June 27. The
Mont.,
Missoula,
It Is alleged that the 'clearing house
will have to act on them before the
several
were
there
MURDER
FOR
portant.
Though
INDICTED
to
him
the
of
of
the
improved highways will
problem
night
shooting, to seriate passes the reciprocity bill.
has a system of, fines for offending
AFFABLE
WITNESS
candidates, the governor Is said to the effect that he had no regrets conN. M., June 27. James O.
In all its phases by the
discussed
Roswell,
be
agents.
have decided on Mr. Joerns because cerning Von Phul, but that he was
g
Lynch, who shot and killed Chief of
experts and others who
of his splendid capabiltJes.
In
this
Police Roy Woofter on May 26, when
about Copeland and Atkinson, PRESIDENT ASKED
sorry
city today for the
gathered
DOLLAR DINNER TO WILSON
CHURCH
PRESIDENT second annual meeting of the MontI stated that I had not regrets
the latter attempted to serve a search MORMON
Newark, N. J., June 27. Prepara
at the Lynch home, was Inabout Von Phul, but I am sorry now
ana Good Roads congress. The ses
DETAILS FACTS REGARDING
FOR INFORMATION warrant
tions are nearly completed for the TWO KILLED AT
he is dead," said the witness.
dieted for murder today by a special
that
sions will last two days. Scientific
MERGER
SUGAR
COMPANY
the "Dollar Dinner," which the Wood
The trial will begin at
and repairing of roadways
the arrival of Mrs. SprinPending
grand
Jury.
buidlng
row Wilson League of Essex county
will be given attention, also the orGRADE
CROSSINIi
ger, who had been sent for by the SENATE WOULD LEARN WHETH once. Lynch's attorneys will seek
of
27.
The
June
In
story
Washington,
has arranged for tomorrow night
ER COAL FIELDS OUTLET IS
district attorney, for a brief
change of venue. Their defense will the alliance of the Mormon church ganization of local good roada assohonor of Governor Wilson, "In appreof
and
MONOPOLIZED
a
case
was
be that It
ciations throughout the state. Anoth
politics
Deputy District Attorney
ajEd the Henry O. Havermeyer inter
DOCTOR D. C.
ciation of the work done under his PROMINENT OAKLAND
that Lynch waa defending his home. ests in the beet
matter to he discussed Is the pro
er
Bailey was examined at the resugar business was.
administration and in recognition of
AND BANKER VICTIMS OF
to build improved highways to
quest of Attorney John T. Bottom for Washington, June 27. As a sequel
ject
told, and the deal characterized as
the 'dawn of a new era,' in the poli
the defense. He stated that twenty to the decision of the interior depart ' SALOONS OR NO SALOONS
FATAL ACCIDENT
connect the capital cities of all the
entirely legal, by Joseph Smith, presi
tics of this state under his leaderor twenty-fiv- e
Salt Lake, June 27. Prohibition
" ment
letters signed
yesterday, cancelling the Cun
dent of the Mormon church and of the northwestern states..
ship." The Krueger auditorium din
or
at
a
spe Utah-Idah- o
were found In Von Phul's room ningham coal land claims, Senator will be adopted
rejected
27. Dr. Wes
June
Calif.,
Oakland,
Sugar company, before
ing hall, In this City which has
TO HONOR HAMMOND
ton H. Rice, local surgeon for the after the shooting. Isabelle is Mrs. Poindexter of Washington, today In cial election today In 104 Utah towns the house "sugar trust" investigating
seating capacity of 800, has been el
In
units
five
and
im
was
which
cities
troduced
and
a
county
name.
prewas
resolution,
killed,
Springer's
given
Pacific
Southern
railway,
London, June 27. Elaborate
committee today.
aborately decorated for this occasion
At 11:30 a. m. the, defense an mediately adopted, calling upon the outside the towns. The campaign In
for the
made
been
have
G. C. Wells, receiving teller of
and
parations
The head of the church explained
in orange and black, the Princeton
at the Savoy
president for all the available infor- - Salt Lake City and Ogden has been how Mormon affairs are
the Central National bank, was prob nounced that it rested.
conducted, banquet to be given
University colors. Governor Wilson
towns
Most of the county
to
as
the
effort
of
autoMrs
While
honor of John
In
the
very
lively.
the
elleged
when
wlt
tomorrow
Sprlnger,
hotel
night
principal
how its funds come principally from
will be the chief sneaker of the even ably fatally injured,
ambassaness In the Henwood trial, was under Controller Railroad company to mon are conceded to be against the sa
Wells
and
the
Dr.
Rice
special
which
in
mobile
Hammond,
Hays
its people, how they are accounted for
ing- water
loons.
Controller
In
to the
front
of
States
the
opolize
United
the
suburban
a
the
west
collided
with
were riding
and asserted that the Interests of the dor from
will be given
affair
The
coronation.near here early this morning s'de court yesterday afternoon, her Bay, In Alaska. This bay is the natt'uin
Mormon people are safeguarded at all
HORSES ON EXHIBITION
FORTY-TWWOULD BE ELKS
of the Pilgrims.
The men, were returning from a pro attorneys were askng District Judge ural outlet of the rich Bering river
times. The committee made no effort undes!th auspices
27.
at
What
June
promColumbus, O.r
There will he something doing
coal fields.
fessional call Dr. Rice had made in Allen to
to pry Into the affairs of the church
grant her alimony, pending
the regular meeting of the Las Vegas
ises to be one of the most successful Berkeley.
AUSTRALIA SHOWS GROWTH
case
decision
of
divorce
the
the
can except Insofar as they related to busiRESOLUTION
TO CONFERENCE
lodge of Elks tonight. Forty-twbc.rse shows ever given in Ohio openmatters.
Melbourne, Australia, June 27. The
ness
brought by her husband, John W.
Washington, June 27. The joint dldates will be voted upon by the ' The
WHEAT PRICES RECEDE
ed here today under the auspices of
census by the government of
new
Mormon
of
the
representative
resolution for the direct election iT of lodge. As it. Is necessary to vote on
to
an
affidavit
7.
cooler
Rains
and
June
According
Springer.
Chicago,
association.
of Australia, conHave-meye-r
commonwealth
the
the Columbus Horse Show
hierarchy said the deal with
over the fields of the north- presented to Judge Allen yesterday, United States senators was sent to each candidate sepaartely It Is likely
weather
South
New
of
Wales, Victoria,
establishconsidered
was
not
Important sisting
The most notable breeding
west, turned the wheat down today she will not have funds, with which conference today by the senate, the practically the whole evening will he
South
Australia, West
New
Zealand,
consideration
formal
by
for
VirWest
enough
ments of Kentucy, Ohio,
The Elks are
vice president naming Messrs. Clark devoted to voting.
Attention centered 'considerably, too
show a popuTasmania
and
was
Australia
the council of the church, but
to contest the divorce action unless of
ginia, .Illinois and several other states on the slowness with which the huge
Wyoming; Nelson of Minnesota; making preparations for taking In
3,77.901 in
of
4,449,495,
the
lation
of
against
with
the
effeted
acquiesene
the court awards her money for liti and Bacon of Georgia, as the
large class of candidates in the near
are represented. The show will con- stock of wheat In store here
1901.
church
officials,
future.
gation and personal expenditures.
tinue three days.
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IIC'S

SLICK TRICK

VITERAN PITCHER SHOWS NEW
SYSTEM

The Right
Woman
By Temple Bailey

jSUDDEN DEMAND FOR PRUNES

(Csrrl(h, Wl, ky AweUt! Literary fnmi
As the three girls dropped into low
wicker chairs on the hotel porch the
tall dark one In tho middy blouse

HefTman
a "KUder" Over-I-I
Tell of Mordtoal Brown's Duok
MoQraw
Hunting
Experlsnos

jArtl

Pays Compliment to Needham.

By HUQH 8. FULLERTON.
Chlo Ftmot, ths veteran pitcher who

retired from tho major leagues rather
jundsr pressure, then oamo hack laat
fceaioa aad pitched bottor boil Uan he
baa U years, live at Park Ridge, HL
Last summer ko showed tho natives a
tow method of salesmanship.
It happened that Bill Kabow, tho
Park Ridge grocer, got atuok on a lot
M prune, 250 pouada of them. He accepted them aad when ko opened the
ifcoxea ho fouad about tho moat dried
Up, shriveled. Julooleaa, worm-eateluaty lot of prune ever unloaded.
Even tho boarding house keepera skied
a.t them at less than ooet price, and
leaser dropped in at the grocery one
morning, aampled the cheese, ate aomo
orackora, fished a couple of pickle out
of the barrel and drew a glae of older
before ho noticed kla friend Bill waa in
mourning. Hia Inquiries brought out
the story of the prune. Chlo climbed
onto a barrel, polished an apple aad
aid:
"Bill, how much will you giro me to
sell those prunes T"
"Give you half what you get," said
the despondent BUI.
"Tell you what to do," said Chic.
"You lend mo about a dozen of those
fresh pickerel, fire or aix nloe fresh
black bass, and a pound of those
prunes. Then don't aell any of them
until I tell you, and raise the price four
cents a pound."
Shortly afterward Fraser, armed
Jwlth flshpol aad a package, disappeared toward the Sea Plaiaes river,
and not loag after that Ka bow's delivery wagon driver passed and dropped
the fish. At noen Fraier appeared In
jthe main atreet of Park Ridge with a
string of beautiful basa aad pickerel,
r,
tone of the bass a
and he
Exhibited them all along the street before ho slipped them In the back way
at Kabow'a. That afternoon every business house In Park Ridge dosed and
the men went asking without
batching a thing. The next day Fraser
'came through town with another big
string of fish, and when questioned as
to where he caught them aoted so mysteriously that spies were set to watch
him.
Friday morning Fraser went fishing
again and slipped away from the curi
ous followers, after dropping several
hints that it was. all In the new bait
he had discovered. He fished quietly
for a time, than stuck kla pole Jito the
bank, crawled back Into the shade of a
Jtree and pretended to sleep. Within fifteen minutes a couple of rival anglers
crept stealthily along the bank, pulled
tn Fraser's line and found all three
hooks baited with prunes. Before Saturday noon Kabow had sold out the
entire stock of bait prunes, and
a,

aid:
"Why,

even

her

slippers

spell

The eyes of the others went to
the balcony above, where, beneath
the rail showed row of shoes.
"Such knowing slippers, too," commented Elisabeth Morse, who was
big, "with their low, flat heels and
dull finish. No one with
large
foot would dare wear them, Bee--" .
"It's her childish manner that
takes with men," Beatrice continued,
scornfully; "just look at them. Judge
Claybourne's patent leathers are hobnobbing with Major Moore's riding
boots, and Teddy Dudley's tan ties
are next to " She floundered and
stopped.
"To Bobble Howell's white canvas
sneakers." The third girl made the
remark lightly. But the color left
her cheeks. "You needn't try to save
backmy feelings, Bee. Bobble Is
slider. I cant count on his devotion
any more."
"Well. Ifs all her fault," the big
girl consoled; "all the men are crazy
over her."
"I'm not sure that It's her fault."
Mary's fair little face was wistful.
"I think 'the woman
tempted me'
excuse is rather weak, don't you?
Adam needn't have eaten the apple.
And, by the same token. Bobble
needn't adore If he doesn't want to.
We shouldn't blame her, really."
"Oh, you," Beatrice threw up her
hands In despair, "you always find excuses for everybody. You are an
archaic idealist.".
"Am IV Mary's slim finger caught
at the arm of the chair, tensely. "I'm
not mire, Bee '
There was a moment's silence, the
the fat girl suggested. "Let's play
some more tennis."
Mary shook her head. "It's hot, and
I'm tired."
The other two went away together,
and when they were out of hearing
distance, Elizabeth said, huffily, "Hot

h.t
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He Exhibited Them Along the Street.
swarms of fishermen were lining

tho

river banks but Fraser was absent
"What's the matter, Chic," asked
one angler, "Ain't you gein' fishin' no
more?"
Nope." said Fraser. "Caught all the
suckers I want"

conArtie Hofman of the Cubs Is
stant "kldder" In a quiet, droll way,
and he never loses an opportunity to
slip over something on an opponent
In one of the games between New York
and Chicago last season Hofman suddenly began to converse with Larry
Doyle which was unusual, as they had
wasted a couple of years growling at
each other. On this day Hofman started out with a smile and aa he passed
Doyle called: "How are you hitting
them. Prudential?"
"All light" replied Doyle suspiciously.
"Nice stop yeu made. Prudential,"
remarked Herman, a he passed Doyle
the next Inning. "Yeu played It perfect-

ly."
Doyle felt cheered, but still

suspi-

cious.
"That's the way to kit 'em, Prudential," said Hofman after the next Inning. "I don't see why you're net la
the 306 elaas all the time."
After the sixth Inning Doyle stepped
Hofman. "Say, Artie," he asked, "what
makes you keep calling me Prudea- -

auir
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FAMOUS POLITICAL

"Because you're as solid as the Rock

MTlTtTf

Prominent National Figure Passed
In the Death of David Ben-

nett

I

Hlfl.

A distinguished
and statesman, who for many
years was
prominent figure before
the people of the nation, passed, away
and
in the death of
David Bennett Hill, at his home near
this city. Mr. Hill for many years
was one of the leading Democrats In
the country and his Influence was
felt In shaping the policies of his
party. He was active and influential
In many state and national campaigns
and was a prominent candidate for
the presidential nomination in 1892.
Mr. Hill was born In Havana, Chemung county, in 1813, and began the
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SAL Ezr:

Bob was now In

FRIDAY, JUNE 30 IS THE LAST DAY
Only a few more days in which to avail yourself of the splendid money-savin- ?
Onnortunities nrpspntprt hv this coIa Honw nr Ire reductions in every
department. Unusual values at a time when you can get the most service
from your purchases. The following is but an example:

office.
Dick glanced

David

B.

Hill.

study of law in bis native village. I
he removed to Elmlra and after
his admission to the bar the following
year rose rapidly In his profession.
He soon entered politics and his advance was rapid, for he had a marked
taste and adaptability for political
life. In 1864 he became city attorney
of Elmlra, then entered the assembly,
where he served two terms, and later
was elected mayor. In 1882 he was
elected lieutenant governor and on
Cleveland's resignation of the governorship, In January, 1885, to assume
the duties of the presidential office,
Hill succeeded him and rounded out
the term. In 1885 and again In 1888
he was elected governor, serving In
all a period of seven years a record
surpassed by only three governors In
the history of the state. In 1891 he
was elected United States senator and
the following years was a candidate
for the presidency against Grover
Cleveland. In the senate he played a
prominent part chiefly in connection
with the proposed Income tax law,
which he opposed strenuously. In
1894, against his wishes, he became
the Democratic candidate for governor and was beaten. When he left
the senate he withdrew practically
from politics and since then Mr. Hill
had devoted himself to his legal
1863

,
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Statesman's
Home
English
Where It Is Said Britain Really
Lost America.

London. North End Place, which
was recently sold at public auction,
should be an object of great Interest
to Americans. Perhaps if William
Pitt earl of Chatham, had not retired to this fine
residence, but remained at the head of
his political party, the Boston tea
duties never would have been Imposed
and the English flag might now be
flying over the whole North American

continent

In 1767, when the great statesman
was seized with an unaccountable illness, he shut himself up In this house.
His last days here have a wonderful
resemblance to the closing chapter of
Stevenson's story, "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde." To the consternation of his
ministers, Pitt did not put In an appearance when parliament met Oc- -

rx.

'

X

widow.

Mary shrugged her shoulders. "Too
hot I'm going upstairs and cool
Still smiling, she found her way
to her little room and threw herself face downward on the bed and
wept. And the reason for her weeping was this: When the little widow
had leaned forward over the balcony she wore In the front of her
black gown a white flower that Mary
had stuck that morning In Bobble
Howell's buttonhole.
When th slippers and the tennis
sneaks came down the stairs the
white flower was in the lady's hand.
"Please take it" she said, and held
It out to him.
"Why?"
"Because you had no right to give
it to me. And I had no right to
take It. But this must be my excuse, that I did not know then that
it would hurt someone else. But I
know now."
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Europe, having
gone there a month before to secure
for the firm the latest styles In clothing. He was expected back within a
short time, and, as Dick was anxious
to set the men to working on the new
styles, he awaited Bob's arrival with
no small Interest. Being at the head
of the firm, his greatest desire was to
make this year the greatest In the
history of the clothing business.
He was busily engaged looking over
his mall that morning and had nearly
finished, when he heard a rap on his
door. At his request, the door was
opened, admitting a messenger boy.
He handed Dick a telegram and left

i

ed
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Event

Dick Huntington was seated at his
desk, looking over the mail.
Dick was president of one of the
largest clothing stores In Chicago.
He had begun as errand boy and had
been gradually promoted until, at the
last meeting of the board of directors, he was elected president Shortly after taking the office of president
he shifted Robert Patterson, one of
the floor walkers, to the position of assistant manager and purchasing

ex-Oo-

n,

The Other Two Went Away Together,
why it's the first morning she has
missed since she oame. But then
Bobbie used to make the heat bearable. He was always hanging around
her at the courts."
"And now he sits up aloft with the
little widow. I call It pretty shabby
of Bobble to shift his devotion so
soon and Mary's a dear "
Back on the porch, Mary, like a
Perl outside the gates of Paradise,
watch the telltale feet on the floor
above, and caught the echo of gay
laughter. And the sound beat upon
her heart until she could have cried
out with pain.
Outwardly, however, she made a
very composed little picture, In pale
green linen, with her fair hair blown
by the salt breeze, her small white
face like a pearl.
Hence, when Bobble Howell leaned
over the balcony and saw her, he
cried: "Oh, Mary, come up."
Radiant she rose to her feet
then she dropped back into her chair
for another head appeared an encolffured head
chanting bronze-brow- n
banded with a black ribbon.
"Yes, please come up," supplement-

An Unexpected

j

law-ye- r

Albany, N. Y.

IN SALESMAN-

SHIP.

.
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Where Pitt Lived.

at the telegram and
found It to be from Bob. He hastily
tore open the envelope and read the
'
following message addressed to him
personally:
"Will be back Thursday. Married.
Bob."
Everything O. K.
Dick, after reading the message, sat
back In his chair and had a hearty
laugh over the news. He rang the
bell for he stenographer.
Dorothy Wilcox entered the private
office. She was a pretty girl about 25
years of age and she came from a
highly respected family. .
"Miss Wilcox, I have Just received a
telegram. It contains the best piece
of news I have heard for a long time.
Bob Patterson Is coming back next
Thursday. He will be accompanied
by his wife."
To Dick's surprise Dorothy let the
shorthand book fall from her hand.
Her face grew almost as white as her
shirtwaist.
,
The news had almost stunned her,
for she and Bob had secretly become
engaged and were to have been mar
ried in August. She loved him and
had always believed that he loved her.
but now, while he was tn Europe, he
had met another girl and married her.
Could she bear the shock?
It was hard for her, but she was determined not to break down over It
She took the shorthand book which
Dick had picked up and, taking a sea
at the desk, made ready for dictation.
The next few days passed quickly
and before pick knew It It was Thursday. The train uijrra,) which Bob was
to arrive was an hour late and did not
pull in until 1:30 In the afternoon.
Dick had requested all the employees
to be at the station at the arrival of
the bride and groom and give them a
warm reception.
He had appointed Miss Wilcox, not
knowing of her relations to Robert, to
act as head of the reception commit
tee at the gate. She did not wish to do
this, but Dick was one of those men
who is always kind to his employees,
but when he said a thing he wanted it
done. Therefore, dreading It even as
rhe did, Dorothy decided to obey her
employer and do his bidding.
About 1 o'clock the employees of
the firm began to assemble at the station. They kept on coming until, at
1:30, they were all there. The carriage arrived, decorated for the occa
sion. A large sign was fastened on
the back, reading, "Just married," and
several strings of shoes were dragging
after It
The employee formed In two lines
One
from the gate to the carriage.
of the lines was headed by Miss Wil
cox and the other by the floor walker,
Thus arranged, they awaited the ar
rival of Mr. and Mrs. Patterson.
They did not have to wait long.
The train soon pulled In. Now was
Would she break
Dorothy's test
down? She felt as if she could not
stand a moment longer. Her heart
was nearly broken; It beat wildly
within her. But she would at least
hold out until Bob was driven away
With this decision,
In the carriage.
she waited silently.
Presently, Bob was seen approaching the gate. He was alone. Where
was his wife? Everyone was puzzled.
When he came to the gate, he was
surprised at seeing everyone waiting
for him. What did it mean Why this
celebration? He was quickly asked
where his wife was and he was taken
unawares. His wife? Where had the
news originated? He asked for an explanation and was told of the telegram which Dick had received. He
soon solved the problem. A friend In
Europe, wishing to play a Joke on
him, had sent that telegram. He was
not married. It was all a Joke.
"Dick," he said, "there 1 no Mrs.
Patterson at present but there soon
will be one," and to the surprise of
all, he walked over to Dorothy and,
taking her by the arm, led her
through the two lines of employees
and Into the carriage. He directed the
driver to the parson's home, and, Inside of an hour, Dorothy, who, a short
time before had vbelieved her heart
to be broken, was being held tightly
In her husband's arms, the happiest
woman in the world.

caslonally he would drive about Ham-steaHeath In a closed carriage, but
most of his time he spent completely
secluded in a tiny room at the top
of the house. All his meals were conveyed to him through a hole In the
wall, closed by a door on either side.
He refused to see any one, even his
own attendant, who never would open
the hatchway to shove In the food
unless the door was closed on the
other side of the wall.
The house is a fascinating old structure, with various modern additions,
situated 400 feet above sea level la
tht most beautiful suburb of London.
It3 Interior abounds with rare oak paneling and quaint staircases. With Its
A Difference.
magnificent views over London and
He My political reputation Is snow
its
conveniences, Pitt house
Is an ideal home, to which the rather white.
gruesome memory of Pitt only adds
Lawyer Before or after falling?
a piquant historical association.
d
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One Piece Dresses
$45.00 to65.00 Dresses for ..$30.00
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Lingerie Waists

57.00 value for
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Stylish and Serviceable Men's Suits at Irresistible Prices
Our entire line of Men's Suits, consisting of light and dark effects in the newest and most desirable
CJQ
models, suits that look well and wear well, worth from $18.00 to $25 each. Special for this sale ....
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Tin or Iron While Making
Relish, Wooden Spoon and Porcelain Are the Best.

Do Not Use

Here is a catsup that will keep its
color because no spices are used to
darken it The vivid scarlet catsup
of commerce is colored. For two
pecks of ripe tomatoes allow four
large onions, six sweet red pepper,
or four If they are exceptionally
strong, two cupful sugar and one
quart vinegar. Wash the tomatoes and
cook long enough for them to become
soft, then put through a strainer to
take out the seeds. Do not use tin
or iron while making catsup.
A wooden spoon, and porcelain or
granite kettles and strainers are best
Cook until the pulp begin to thicken,
then add the onions chopped fine or
grated, the peppers, chopped, and the
salt and vinegar. Cook until of the
right consistency and seal In sterilized
bottles.
A teaspoonful of olive oil or brandy,
poured In the neck of the bottle before sealing, prevents mold or souring.
Banana Jelly.
Make coffee Jelly as follows: Soak
f
package of gelatine In one-ha- lf
cup of cold water two minute;
add one cup white sugar, one and one-ha- lf
cup boiling water and one cup
of clear strong coffee;
stir until dissolved, then let It stand until cool; nil
a dish with sliced bananas, turn tho
liquid over It put It where It will
harden. When ready to, serve turn out
as any Jelly and pile whipped cream
around It or it may be eaten with
ordinary cream turned over It
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STAGB LEAVES EVERY HORNINQ AT 8 O'CLOCK
EXCEPT SUNDAYS

Inqulrm mt ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.,

Phon. M.,n 20

House.

When putting away the silver tea
or coffee pot which la not used every
day, lay a little stick across the top
under the cover. This will allow ths
fresh air to get in, and prevent mustl-nes'
s.

,

Clean oilcloth with a wet towel
pinned over a stiff broom and rub
with long sweeping strokes.
To keep Varnished woods looking
fresh and bright rub It thoroughly with
oil from time to time.
Stephanie Omelette.
Two ounces granulated sugar with
the yolks of four eggs beaten to a
foam; the whites of four eggs beaten
to resemble snow and very light; one
coffeespoonful of granulated sugar or
sirup. Place In a well buttered pan,
then place pan in hot oven, fruit or
confection can then be placed in the
pan and pan overturned. In the plate
can be placed citron or vanilla to the
aste. The omelette must be served
immediately.
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Eerie of Great
Struggle Between Cub
nd White
Eon-H- ow
Zwllllng
Dieted to Reduce HI
Weight
Moet Freakish Catch.
By HUGH 8. FU LLERTON.
la a story which la perfectly

This

proper to tell, because one of th
bishops of the Protestant Episcopal
church laughed until tears rolled down
bis cheeks oyer It and forgave the
rector concerned. The rector is In
charge of a prominent Chicago church,
and It so happened that he is and always will be a White Sox fan.
In the restry are two more White
Sox fans, who shall be called Smith
and Brown, because they would never
forgive the use of their real names.
The story concerns the time that the
Chicago Cubs, representing the National league, and the White Sox,
champions of the American league,
met to decide the world's championship.
There was civil war In Chicago that
fall. The series divided families and
caused neighborhood riots. Friends of
a lifetime ceased to speak and good
citizens blackened each others' eyes
In the street because, foorsooth, ose
thought the Cubs would win and the
other picked the White Sox.
The rector and the two vestrymen
had a box at all the games during the
week but, alas! for them, the final
Came of the wild and exciting series
fell on Sunday and, worse than that,
on a Sunday for which the rector had
announced special matin services.
But for the special services, Smith
and Brown might have compromised
their consciences and seen the game,
but knowing the rector would note
any absence on their part, they dutifully attended their church duties.
s
The special service was
over when Brown was unable to stand
It any longer. With Intensely solemn
face he arose, tiptoed down the aisle
and made a quiet exit Once outside,
he dashed
madly across the street to
the ' drug store and reached a telephone. A few moments later he reHis face was
entered church.
wreathed with a beatific smile and, as
be carefully parted his coat tails and
resumed bis seat, his chest overhung
bis bodr like a bay window, and the
absolute contentment of his smiling
countenance was only to be rivaled
by a calf chewing a dish rag.
Brother Smith's pew was directly
across the aisle. He was twitching'
with suppressed anxiety, and seeing
Brown's face, he could contain himself no longer, but stretched his neck
across the aisle and whispered:
"Who won?"
His whisper was audible to half the
church and the rector paused in his
discourse.
"The Sox," replied Brother Brown,
hi? smile spreading, and his exultant
whisper penetrating even the choir
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HEARD THE SCORE AND CALLED

IRISHMAN'S

Him

Censure Bscauss of His
obedience.

QUEER JAP ROOSTER

From
Dis-

Breed

Several years ago, while managing
the gaa and electric property at Madison. Wis., I came In dally contact
with an Irishman by the name of
Malaney who was then superintendent, says Henry U Doherty.' He had
a keen appreciation of humor and wit
and was never so happy as when he
could make you wonder whether ha
was extremely foolish or extremely
witty, His bulls were often, and perhaps always, premeditated. I liked to
Joke with htm, although J generally
got the worst of it
He bad a persistent habit of working on Sunday, and It seemed to me
that he always picked out a job of
trenching In front of some church or
equally conspicuous place. While In
spirit he was one of the most loyal
and obedient employes I ever had, in
reality he did not know how to mind.
Whenever I spoke to him about his
Sunday work, he would always say:
"When the ox falls Into the pit he
shall be taken out"
The whole difference was between
his opinion and mine as to what really
constituted an ox In a pit Finally I
had to give htm orders that he was
never to work on Sunday without my
consent.
For several weeks there was no
cause for complaint
I was absent from the city for two
or three weeks and returned unexpectedly on a Sunday. While out for
a drive I saw a ditch open In a side
street and guessed In a moment that
Malaney was at work there with some
of his men. I drove down to the
ditch, and found him on bis knees
trying to blow up a fir in a lead .kettle. He would not have seen me at
all If I had not spoken to him; but,
coming up immediately behind him, I
said: "Mr. Malaney, have I not told
you repeatedly that you must not
work on Sunday?"
He almost collided with my last
words by his ready response, which
was: "Ye did, ye did; but I forgot to
ask you whether you were a Jew or a
Gentile." The Sunday Magaslne.

Which Has Tan
Twelve Feet Long.

r,

ter feet
That the

long tall may not he
aged, and may have ample opportunity to grow, each bird Is kept In a
high, narrow csgn, lighted at the lop
only, as, If the bottom were lighted,
the bird would stay there, and ao, In
all probability, damage Its nnwli
prised tall feathers. The bird remains
on Its perch all day long, and Is allowed outside Its cage only onoe In
two daya, when It walks for half an
hour, a man holding Its tall from the
dirt during Its promenade, Once or
twice a month It Is washed In warm
water, and dried by being exposed to

Lapeer, Mich. Threatening to kill
them If they raised an outcry, five
Italians, believed to have
rome from Detroit, entered the farm
bouae of Lemuel Kingsbury, an aged
farmer, four in lies south of Metsmora
the other night and, after securely tying Kingsbury and his wife, who are
more than sixty yours old, ransarlind
the house, secured silverware biicI
other goods and lnft the premises.
The nml rmiplH were ' found several hours Inter bv Ira Vsntlmllp, a
Mrs. KliiRntmry Is
nolKhlior fwinnr
surftuliiK finiii flight and Is In a serious inmlltloii. After releasing the
Mr. Vaiiileillp Went til the Vll- -
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The explorer withdrew, but was
quickly back in the chancellor's office.
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Ml' Leo pffal. end the like. Dispose of these
materials in such a
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cannot propagate. Screen all windows and doors
luat your grocer, butcher, baker and every one from whom
juu buy food stuffs does the same. There Is mure health In a well screen-e- d
house than In many a doctors' visit
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"Abnur Jones bulj, wa would, end
Abiuir U a
hand pp the
Weather."
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Wait

Nulling from Smith not even a
gnrnt.
"I'm lorrtbly ufrald of thunder
storms.
had ao uuole killed by
lightning. Were you ever struokT"
atuliu gave a sniff ot contempt, and
the YdU'W Umnlng forward as If for
a rioter look exclaimed;
"Why, I declare If It Isn't Bmlth.
the nmu whu ssked uis to marry him
a few hours sgo Why, dldu't you say
'
It was you?"
"You knew It well enough!" h
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Some habits one should want to break and
Kingsbury and His Wife growled1 thought
I had seen you some
Were Seized.
all
bad habits are bad to keep.
where or other, but can't remember
lags and notified Deputy Sheriff Hen&
derson. The officer hurried to the
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
'
I &
'' Ml - I
farm and hastily obtaining a descripgood habit anyone can have.
tion went In the direction supposed
to have been taken by the robbers.
Three of them were rounded up. Hen
.
rv"
y
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
&
derson left them in charge of other Kit
Want Act page with a purpose to select the
M
farmers while he took up the chase
for the others. He trailed them to a
best opportunity that he may find and thea
swamp and succeeded In capturing
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
them. The officer, in company with
resuccess.
the
of
Elliott
jail,
Lapeer
Turnkey
turned to where the three were left.
only to find that they had escaped.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
51
The Italians were first seen at the
will help people to get what they want when
Kingsbury farm early In the evening,
when they stopped and asked for a
they want it.
drink of water, Obtaining this they
began dickering for the purchase of a
v r
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
chicken. Being told that there were
'
;
; "v
-y
no chickens for sale they purchased a
number of eggs and a quantity of
bread. They tendered a
bill
in payment for a purchase of one
dollar. Being told that there was not
sufficient change in the house the
r
Italians produced a
bill and
were given four dollars In return,
They Insisted on buying a chicken,
claiming that they had a brother who
"'Humph I' From 8mlth.
was HI and needed chicken. They
a
chicken and went half the men who ask me to marry
finally obtained
About thirty minutes later them. They come In droves."
away.
they returned and asked for matches.
"Humph!" from Smith.
As Mr. Kingsbury turned from
tha
"What alls you, manf Why don't
to
grant their request four you talkt Why do you sit up there
doorway
of the visitors followed him Into th
like a poke?"
house while the other stood outside.
"Because I've nothing to Say."
"What do you want In here?" asked
"Oh, you ain't? I was trying to
Kingsbury.
YOU SIIOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC
think why I refused your offer. It waa
its none or your Business," was because I knew you to be a poke of a
the reply.
man the minute I set eyes on you. If
At that Kingsbury and his wife
you were married you'd sit for a
were seized.
whole hour and look at the toes of
full Associated Press report is printed
The money, amounting to a large
boots and not say a word. My
your
1 every day.
sum, was taken away by those who husband was
just suoh a critter si
Thirty-fivdollars which
escaped.
and I don't want another.
that,
was sewed In Mrs. Kingsbury's skirts
Gracious, but 'sposln I'd accepted
presentation of daily happenings
was missed by the robbers.
you!"
1 1 is given.
"I never can be thankful enough
didn't!" retorted Smith, wakthat
you
SHIPS HOGS BY DIVINE WILL
ing up at last
DVERYTHINQ decent
goes into
"That's good, man that's good!
paper.
Ksnsas Farmer Has 8ome Peculiar The old poke has got a tongue after
Idess Regarding Filling a Stook
all.
Ha! ha! ha! I was thinking
Car With Hogs.
how funny you looked when you left
the house after being turned down.
Kansas City, Mo. In a few days A Your eyes rolled and your knees wobUR progressive merchants advertise in
D. Coleman, of Abilene,
Kan., will bled, and It took you two minutes to
columns.
have another peculiar shipment of get the gate open. Do men feel very
hogs at the Kansas City stock yards. bad when they get the noT
In a letter to his commission men here
"They are simply delighted and
paper and why
generally read
Mr. Coleman says that '.'Divine will"
grateful!"
you.
has ordered him to make a consign'
"Smith, you are coming on I"
ment of hogs to market In two
the widow. "I waa In a hurry
laughed
double-decke- d
cars. He does not spec when you called, and I guess I didn't
best asset town can (have is a live
lfy how many there will be In each
ea yonr good points. Come over and
1- newspaper.
car, but says that as soon as the hogs sea me again."
have been unloaded In Kansas City
Darned if I do!"
the cars will suddenly disappear.- - A
events
cnronicled six
"Why, he almost swears!" chuckled
few weeks ago Mr. Coleman consigned tha woman as she clapped her hands.
INTERESTINGweek.
a
man
six hogs to this market In two
Oood! I took you for
"Good!
stock cars, three hogs to each car. who wouldn't even say 'sugar!' when
The shipment, he said, was made In ha stubbed his toe. My husband
editorial
accordance with Divine will, and he wouldn't swear, no matter what tha
COURAQE is a feature of
to
used
I
In
and
on
Kansas City provocation,
get awfully
arriving
expected,
to find the cars filled to ordinary ca- mad at him. Smith, you are Improvto seventy hogs ing."
pacity, or sixty-fivin each car. His first test of his "reve"But you aren't!"
And just then the lightning flashed
lation," though rather expensive, has
not discouraged him in the least
across the sky, followed by a rumble
Mr. Coleman owns a
arm, of thunder, and the first drops of rain
welt stocked and cared for by a ten- began to fall. The stage halted, as If
ant He works for a neighbor at 60 the driver was wondering whether be
cents a day, and though repeatedly had better go back or not and then
offered more for his services, refusal went on again. It was a stony, loneto accept It
, ly road, and the night waa going to
be a dark one.
"Oh, my lands, but we are In for
Rat Bit Her Leg.
groaned the widow. "Just hear
jt!"
11a
Flndlay, Ohio. While Miss
rain, will you! Smith, I'm all a
that
a bookkeeper, was taking a tremble!"
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC
nap In an office, a large rat bit her
"ItH do yon good!" ha answered.
on tha left leg above tbe ankle.
"But It won't My husband used
That,
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replied that the proper course for the
applicant to adopt was first to obtain
help from outside bodies of citizens,
such as the stock exchange, and then
to apply, if necessary, to the govern
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Coal Train a Mile Long.
The longest loaded string of rail
road cars ever pulled by one engine
passed over the Virginia railroad between Roanoke, Va., and Norfolk recently. It consisted of 120 steel coal
cars, each 44 feet long, and each
loaded with 60 tons of coaL From
the cowcatcher of the engine to the
rear of the caboose, the train measured 60 feet more than a mile long,
and the value of the load was $18,000.
Before this record run a New York
Central engine held the record, hav
n
ing hauled a train of 108 loaded
coal cars over the Pennsylvania
division between Clearfield and Avis,
a distance of 103 miles. Still another
heavy run was recorded when the
railroad hauled a train of
The Series Divided Families and Virginia
107 such cars from Victoria to
Caused Neighborhood Riots.
Point, Virginia, a distance of
Then u.e little rector regained his 125 miles.
composure, and said, calmly:
"And now that Brother Brown has
Long New Zealand Tunnel.
told us who won, he might tell us the
A tunnel in course of construction
core."
Swelling connecting Chrlstchurch with
Brown did not hesitate.
on the New Zealand govern
his chest further he proclaimed:
ment railways. Is to be one of the
"Eight to three."
A titter ran over the congregation
largest In the world. Compressed air
as the rector, without raising his eyes, drills are being used, and when finaaid:
ished, the bore will be 6tt miles long,
"We will now sing the long meter Work was commenced In 1908, and
five years are allowed the contract
doxology three times."
ors In which to complete their con
"Little Alexander" Z willing, cheru- structlon. The tunnel will have
bic looking (not acting) outfielder of height above rails of 15 H feet It Is
the Chicago White Sox, Is a native of of horseshoe form, 14 feet wide at the
He probably rail level. The ordinary section baa a
Battle Creek, Mich.
could make .more money traveling as
lining, which is of concrete,
an advertisement for the health foods faced with concrete blocks. The
of that place than he ever will at borings are being made from both
baseball. He looks like the picture ends, and the rate of progress Is about
of Mellins' food babies,, and Is so 12 feet per day.
plump and angelic appearing that the
pitchers hate to strike him out But
Its Kind.
Manager Hugh Duffy decided Zwllllng
rWhy, the team In this town loses
was too plump. One afteraoon Little
game. The bunch on It
Alexander was thrown out at first on a tame after as
as
they make 'em. What
are
stupid
which
Duffy thought
an Infield bounder
of a team Is this nine?
he ought to have beaten to first, and kind
'
"Asinine."
be called the cherub.
remarked,
he
ZwlllinK."
"H.r
some oT that
Far Gone.
"you're too fat Get
11
go
off
and
you
ibujt. reDo you think It possible for a
weight
She
"Tea, I will I'm dieting now,"
man to love two women at once?
marked Zwllllng.
He Ah, darling, fifty at once If thy
Two weeks passed and ZwilliB
were all like you.
looked plumper than ever.
KHOW

UN-

well-dresse- d

Tokyo,
Japan. The long tailed
cocks of Japan are striking proof of
what selection, scientifically carried
out, can do. It has taken a century
to evolve these remarkable birds with
abnormal tails from the ordinary farm
yard cock and hen. The cocks hull
from Shlnowara, a village nuar Kocht,
In the late of Slilkoku.
Some of them
are white; others are of different colors. The feathers forming the tall,
which number from fifteen to twenty-foumeasure from seven and a half
to more than twelve feet long. Their
roots. It need scarcely be said, are
ery much stronger than those of the
'.all feathers of an ordinary cook. The
foRttuTs, growing' oti either side of
the body and hanging over the (all,
reach to a length of three and a quar-

"Have you been successful?" asked
Lloyd George.
'Partly so," replied the explorer.
"How much money have you got
from the stock exchange?"
"Only 50," came the answer, "but
with the prospect of a great deal
more on conditions which require
the
of the chancellor of
the exchequer."
"What are those conditions?"
loft
"There were two," said the travi or an instant the rector was dazed.
A murmur ran through the church. eler. "One was that they would make
It 25,000 If I took you with me to
the pole, and
50,000 If I left you
thare."

g

GAIN ACCESS TO THE HOUSE
DER PRETEXT OF BUYING FOOD.

1

Bridge

Over

Barnyard Marvels Prove What Solstv
tlflo 8slectlon Can Do Birds Result of Century's Evolution
and Careful Breeding.

One on Lloyd George.
A Joke on Lloyd George, the chancellor of the exchequer. Is going
round the London newspaper offices.
An arctlo
explorer recently approached him with a view to obtaining treasury assistance for an expedition he bad planned. Lloyd George
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Cock.

the sun and air on some elevated
spot, such as the roof of a house. It
Is fed on rice, the husk of which Is
retained, and on cabbage, and has an
exceptional amount of water to drink.
When It Is necessary to transport a
bird It Is placed In a long, narrow
box, akin to that In which the Japanese are wont to roll their pictures.
The tall feathers are bent as little as
possible and find a plaoe In a special
compartment In the box. The hens
of this breed in no sense rival the
cocks la beauty of plumage, but they
are fine birds nevertheless. They lay
about thirty eggs each year, but are
deemed too aristocratic to sit; this
work is performed for them by bens
whose mission In life is less exalted.
Where Country Girls Make Good.
York. The
frivolous girl
doesn't stand a show when It comes to
working in a telephone office. "Though
there was a time," says an official of
a New York company, "when telephone girls, whether they merited It
or not, were not classed with the
serious, hard workers of the community. Rather they were a synonym
of trifling, unbuslness-llk- e
behavior.
That day Is past
"Today recruits to the service must
have not only a fair education, considerable Intelligence and a wideawake, alert manner, but they must
show a first-clas- s
aptitude for attending strictly to business in business
hours. '
"The country girl is bound to make
good as a general thing. She Is deadly In earnest, her manners are good
and what she may lack In alertness
at first Is more than offset by her
dogged perseverance
"There are Nc
fork girls who
conceive the Idet of taking up telephone work who make a splendid Impression at first by their Intelligence
and alertness, but who haven't perseverance enough to go through the
school, nor patience enough to master
the complexities of the work."
New
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The republicans feel confident of gress, was once condemned to death
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
An Old Main Parry.
Testa made by C. P. Buchanan and,
getting, at least twenty, possibly more. as a spy in the confederate service.
Tne new bridge on St John river reported by him in Engineering News
requires experience. We have been in the business
3IEN WHO SHOULD KETIItE If they carry the following states Of the three men most prominently removes a plctureeque metnod or show that sound timber a quarter of
for a number of years and have the experience.
Van Buren, Me., and a century old is materially stronger
aA they will get the twenty:
AT (5
California, mentioned for the democratic presi transportation. N.
been con- than new stock. This applies only,
have
B.,
Leonard's,
St
Idaho, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, dential nomination, Judson Harmon is
nected for many years by means of a te white pine, since that waslhe wood
I know that there are, and will al North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsyl- 65 years old, Champ Clark 61 and
ferry; From shore to shore on which Mr. Buchanan made his exprimitive
r
vania, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Wood row Wilson 55.
ways be, many who while able to
a great steel cable Is stretched, fifty periments, but the editor of the paper
614 Lincoln Avenue
Phone Vegas 450
The first official convention utter or more feet along the shore at the Just named, in commenting on the rewill not do so, and Utah and Washington.
at sixty-fiv- e
This wuld leave twelve new elec ance favoring protection to American starting point Upon this is hung a sults, says that there is no reason to
perhaps it is better that they should
of
industries was contained In the demo- traveler, consisting of a wooden block, suppose that oak, hard pine or any
narrow
tors
within
the
range
in states at the present time
but
not,
with a huge Iron trolley wheel, at
wood commonly used in bulldinfl
as fighting ground.
many activities those who for them
These cratic platform upon 'which Andrew each end. The trolley runs on the other
behave differently. It la fair to
would
Jackson
ran
for
1832.
selves and for their employers ought states are Illinois, Montana, New Jer
president in
cable and from each end of the trav
Lump Raton Cerrlllos
he believes, that all woed
conclude,
It is said that prominent democrat eler a long rope leads down and is
to be enabled to retire at sixty-fiv-e
sey, New York and West Virginia,
its strength, except as demaintains
This rope
the class to The democrats, confident that they ic leaders of Cincinnati and Cleveland made fast on the scow.
or fire and mechanical
many times
to a big cay weakens it
down
leads
pulleys
through
will
In
Join
a
statement
movement
will elect a president, do not
to
which you refer, is the
abrasion
it He says: "It
displace
destroys
always
at one side and amidsaid that engineers are albe
made by John C. Stubbs, director of find the problem an easy one when Harvey C. Garber as the democratic wheel placed
may
ships. The wheel acts as a throttle - ready using woed for permanent servWHOLESALE AND RETAIL
traffic of the Harrlman lines, in the they get down to figures. They find national committeeman for Ohio,
and steering gear both, and by turn- ice where it is kept under water. Its
end
A.
William
Columbian.
Representative
either
that they must carry a large numJones of lne it one way or the other
July
permanent, reliability under such con?
and ber of hitherto republican states in the First Virginia district, who desires of tne boat is headed upstream. Port ditlona Is literally a foundation fact in
Of course,
my expressions
Anthracite Coal, all sizes Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling
to
Press.
land
succeed Senator Martin, is the old
use
in
For
views with my particular profession order' to land their candidate in the
superstrucengineering.
est democratic member of the house
tures however, engineers are prone to
the range of my experience must white House.
Fool of M. In gjm
look upon wood as a perishable and
The electoral college in 1908 had in point of service.
be considered. In my talks on the
Success.
material."
so"
Congressman Robert F. Broussard
Very many years ago temporary
It wasn't
subject I had In mind railroad work- 483 members. Taft Eot 321 VAtAS and
ers, and the employes of such indus Bryan 162, giving the former a ma- who has announced his candidacy for when the ideals held up before aspirwere
trial concerns, which, have adopted a jority of 159. The number of votes tne United States senate, Is one of ing American youth cases exemplified
of material
notable
moat
the
by
veteran
the
members
of congress.
pension system for their workers, cecessary to a cnoice was 242.' But it
success. There is a change in that
There was also present In my mind the present reapportionment, bhl navmg represented the Third Loui respect of recent years, due partly to
the fact that the retiring age In euch passes, the next electoral college will siana district continuously for fifteen the fact that many of these examples
have been proved to be anything but
contain 525 members, on the regular years.
cases is fixed at seventy years,
On his visit to Indiaanpolls next desirable examples for youth to folhold that at sixty-fiv- e
the officer or basis of one elector for each repre
and partly to the fact that there
employe should be permitted to retire sentative and senator. In thi8 new week President Taft will be enter low,
over the American people
come
has
tained
as
the guest of the Marlon
with honor and receive his pension, electoral college 263 votes will be
a strong realization that material succlub,
the
leading republican organiza cess is not the only kind of success
or that the company might retire him necessary to a choice. '
The greatest gains In electors have tion of Indiana. He will spend the worth striving for, that material sucwith honor at that age to make room
for younger men. It as not In my been made by the eastern, middle mgni at tne nome of former Vice cess does not necessarily bring happiness and content that the lives of
mind to suggest that all employers western and western ' stages. " The President Fairbanks.
interest in tne democratic prima those who have sacrificed everything
should dispense with the services of southern states, which may be classed
for material success are usually more
as solidly democratic, show the small ries to be held in Kentucky on July 1
their employes at the Age of sixty-fiv- e
bitter than those who are poor and
years without any provision for their est gains. A conservative voHt.Man centers chiefly In the contest for the that in short, real success in this
party Indorsement for United States world lies not in the rewards secured,
in Washington has been
future.
making a
There are vocations for which the table based on, the hew electoral col senator. Senator Thomas H. Pnvntor but In the service done to humanity.
Is a candidate for
His
ripened Judgment, the outgrowth of lege. He places as reasonably cer
Give Up" Secret Societies.
Is Ollie M. James, who hag
opponent
tain
192
votes
to
effecSecret societies have been abolished
increases
the
the credit of the
long experience,
tiveness of the worker, and it would democrats and 218 to the credit of represented the First Kentucky dis at Mount Holyoke college by a comtrict In the house of representatives bined vote of the society members
be a distinct loss to the world to the republicans
This leaves 115
""
and the faculty. These secret sociesince 1903.
iarv y
A
if )f .!
take men In euch pursuits out of their votes in the doubtful column.
ties had been in existence In Mount
activities at the age of slxty-flvo
or
,
Holyoke for more than twenty-flv- e
even at seventy, if tfoeir mental mayears. The dramatic club of the colMAKES ANALYSIS OF BREATH lege has bought the American rights
Held for Investigation.
chinery at that age Is as it often is
Hoke Smith of Georgia believe his
of the pastoral play, "Fair Rosastill notably productive. I believe
state crowns all others in its sense of Professor Courtade of Paris Declares mond," with a set of costumes and
to
be notably such. civic and political honesty, and he
your profession
That Exhaled Air Contains Mass
properties for production. This play
T at one
time thought this was true tells this story to prove it: A wealthy
of 8olld Particle.
was first given by Lady Archibald
of the presidents of our universities farmer named Sneads, who, though
Campbell's pastoral players at the
was
has enabled Cannizaro Woods, Wimbledon comThe
and other educational institutions, but be could neither read nor Write,
was Professor Courtade of Paris to an- mon,
England. The American rights
it will be found that these institutions elected to the Georgia legislature,
power in politics because of his alyze the human breath far more were later bought by Mrs. John V.
are seeking young men for their pres
That's what the
gives you.
who allowed the
sterling honesty. When he arrived at minutely than It has ever been done
of
idents men not over fifty years of Atlanta, he was invited 'to luncheon before. In a report to the Medical so- Pruynto be Albany,
than
More
that.
given only when the proNot
play
one seaonly
ase. I have been informed that the at a swell hotel by another member ciety of Paris he says that exhaled air ceeds were for some hospital work.
son of entertainment, but many seathe Carnegie provision for educators of the legislature. Sneads' host non
contains not only gases, such as nitro- After Mrs. Pruyn's death it was dechalantly passed him the 6111 of fare. gen, carbonic acid, water, vapor, etc., cided to sell the American rights and
fixes the eligible age at slxty-flve- .
sons.
Snearia held it before him bs if study
but also a mass of tiny solid particles, stage properties to some college oro
And you don't have to go to crowded
ing it intently. "Well, jhow (does that some motionless and others mobile.
ganization rather than to a profesbill look to you?" asked the 'host, un
The latter, he surmises, may in- sional company. This play will probBEAUTIFICATIOX AS A
theatres
or go out in bad weather. You
aware of his guest's inability to read. clude bacteria, both
and ably be presented at the May day
BUSINESS ASSET
can
be
all
of
The
minute bits celebration.
right," replied globular.
Well, it may
stay right at home and enjoy in perfect
presence
it down-o- n the table; of cell tissue (epithelium) in the hucomfort
Sneads,
slapping
whatever kind of entertainment you
A business man went to visit Mem- - but you don't catch me votin for man breath he
regards as positively
Accepted.
in
are
the
mood to hear the best music
i
ais not long ago, to see what advant it till I know more about 11"
proved.
"The position requires a high deand
entertainment
of every sort. , ,.s ''' ".
Invesfollowed
Thethe
,
by
ages that city offered as a place to
process
gree of courage. We must know that
T.va t
up
-tigator In his experiments was very you possess it"t,,.,u. ,. .A. ;. ? s aaoiiis, iu(j in aim near me
establish a branch of his factory,
jua
Salomon,-Victor, ur maice
I "ran a moving picture
simple. lt was only necessary, he
you 11 leel . well repaid. E"' J' .
"Well,
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.
special
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writes Henry Oyen in"1he""'""Worlds
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certain says, to examine a glass plate on show for six' months in' a college
rTfin
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Two women came before
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Work. The first thing he said to the mmrlntrata with a fat nullet. each de- which exhaled breath had been ! al- tOWn."
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r
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and on tu; terms li desitedM.
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two Memphis citizens who met;n ?fe!lg ?.thaiU biloBs&ijttHheHtfX.l lowed to evaporate. Under the ultra- .
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,
The
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microscope he observed collection-- of
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"Tenn. MrsEmma D.
jixhoa lata a machine nd Does uib punei ueiong 10 bitm.
Memhis,
substances as that left by evaporated
go out and see how you are fixed for Jones
Looney, of this place says: "I sufhe asked her. "No, indeed, it drinking water.
parks and boulevards and public don't bu" sne replied. Then be
Doctor Courtade hopes ultimately to fered misery for nearly eight years,
turned to the other woman.- "Does this be able to lay down a new standard of but since taking Cardul, I am much
buildings."
"Please explain," he was asked. pullet belong to Mrs. Smith ?" "It cer- health by a series of comparisons of stronger, and I haven't missed a sin-gl- e
"Do you mean to say that you are tainly does not" she -replied. "The what he calls the "breath dust" of
meal. I hardly know how to exthe magistrate- then decreed, healthy and unhealthy persons. New
such a lover of the beautiful that you pullet"not
Don't worry
my gratitude."
press
"does
belong to Mrs. Jones, nor Tork Sun.
i
wouldn't locate your branch In a city doea It belong to Mr. Smith. The pulabout your symptoms Cardul doesn't
that has not Its fair proportion of let la mine. Take it round', to the
treat them. What you need is
How He Lost.
parks, or an artistic ; city hall,' and house and give it to my cook."
"Why did she give him back hla strength. Cardul helps you to get It
,
that sort of thing?',
Take Cardul, because other , tonics
f.
rtngT"
'Lover of the beautiful' nothing!.'
"They were discussing feminine and medicines do not contain its pe'THE
Ih.ir-v- Vl
she remarked that of culiar and successful ingredients. Imwas the prompt
MOTHER CRAY'S loveliness andwere
fur
515-51- 7
of
beaulots
more
there
course,
SWEET POWDERS tiful
niture. I must have plenty of 'good
ported especially for Its manufacture.
Opposite
girls than she in the world."
, Railroad
FOR
do
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No
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CHILDREN,
a
Half a century of success, has stamp,
it.
steady help
good
city
dis"And
because
he
she
got
angry
n
e
ief
for FeTer lnh
us
A OvrUlnRel
Castaneda
with her. What an unusual'- - " td Cardul wtth the seal of public apcity for the man who must have good
Headache,
4'onfUlpation,
Aysnue ,.
Ktomach Trouble,
rv
Teething agreed the
didn't disagree proval. During this time, Cardul has
Hotel
rfl and Destroy
chump
"Naw,
steady help' unless it has kept step
Pliordf
tlnf 'nldai
ThefRmli
Wvna.
He said: 'That stands to benefited a million women. Why not
Tnut Mark. In 04 honrt. At all Dnunnnt. fifatav with her!
with other cities and provided places Don't
accept Kampl suited FREB. atMrm.
; ....
1
.!TT""
'."7
for the help's sane and healthful re-- nrtubstituU. A. S, OLMSTED,
Roy, N. Y. reajon."-you? Try it, today.
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JOSEPH WIGHT GAMES HERE ON
MCI iicne cimai
THIRD

HOOKADAY TURNS

PERSOPiALS

Arthur Behftjjger left thia afternobu
for Denver after a visit of a few ky
with his mother, ' Mrs. Charles

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how

'

A

OUTi TO BE At
REAL CROOK

SUMMONS

Msa Laveta O'Brien went this afternoon to. Levy for a visit with Miss
FORHelen Kline. She will be gone about MAN WHO ORGANIZED BEAVERS DEATH CLAIMS
MERLY "OF LAS VEGAS, AT
HERE BADLY WANTED BY '
two weeks.
WELLS-FARGRev. O. P. Miles, pastor of the First
SOUTH WINDHAM, ME.
COMPANY

and why the ma'n'bn
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility Is' never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription LlC ixgEygry
prescription' leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your

OLD-TIME-

AND FOURTH

, r
Any reader of The Optic who contemplates leaving:
the city during- - the summer months may have The Optic
sent to any address outside of Las Vegras by leaving word
at the business office. The address can be changed as
often as desired. Subscribers should give the old address
when asking: to have the paper sent to a new location.

COMING SUNDAY
ALBUQUERQUE
AND MONDAY AND WAGON
MOUND

ON

TUESDAY

,

left last night for St.
Louis, Mo., where he will spend a
month or more.
Mrs. H. Sturm and son, who have
been spending several weeks at Harvey's upper ranch, left last night for
t'ueir home In Indiana.
Mrs. William Curtlss Bailey, formerly of Las Vegas, Is here for a visit
with Mrs. Charles A. Spiesa and other
friends residing !fi this city.
,
J. C. Tan pert brother of R. J.
Is here from Topeka, Kan,, fof
a several weeks-Vis- it'
He will spend
a part of the time tit 'Harvey's moun
tain resort.
W. F. Smith of Aguas Calientes,
Mex., Is here visiting his brother, H.
C. Smith.
Mr. Smith Mad been attending a reunion of his family In
Baptist-thurch-

notice to Guhocribcra

SECOND,

News has been received here of the
There will be baseball in Las Ve
Evidently B. E. Hockaday, who
spent some time In New Mexico last death of Joseph Wight, which 'occur- gas on the "Geelorious" Fourth, and
spring organizing dams of the Beav red June 14, at the home of his daugh- on the two days preceding it Al
ers in Albuquerque, banta re ana; ter, Mis. James W. Little, South buquerque's Grays will be the attracLas Vegas, has found a more profit- Windham, Me. Mr. Wight resided in tion on the second and third and the
prescription.
able, if more precarious, means of La3 Vegas until about a year ago Wagon Mound Pirates, augmented by
earning a livelihood. A man going when he went to spend the last days several strong players and fortified
under a similar name and answering cf his life with his daughter. He' liv by a Ration battery, will be the charWINTERS DRUG GO.
his description, has been purchas- ed in the house at 918 Lincoln ave ing on the fourth.
.
ing travelers' checks from offices ot nue and was a familiar figure on the
The baseball management should
Phone Malu 3
the Wells, Fargo Express company in streets. Mr. Wight had many friends not be criticized for its failure to
various parts of the country. In one here who will regret to learn of his bring a
baseball aggregaMiFtance the purchase was made with death.
tion here on Independence Day.
a cashiers' check obtained fraudulHad Mr. Wight lived six days lon- Messrs. Plowman aud Lee of the asIn
and
the
he would have attained the ag-- sociation have a stack of correspondanother
ger
purchase
ently
MANY RESPOND TO
was negotiated with a forged check. ol 89 years. Nearly 51 years ago, on ence to show that
they have done
The first, transaction occurred in July 3, 1860, Mr. Wight became a their best to arrange for gilt edged
CALL OF THE WILD
Oklahoma City, Okla., when a man member of Temple Lodge, A. F. and A. baseball on the great national holiday.
giving the name of Charles Alexan-- M. of Westbrook, Me., In which he In every case the reply to their inDowning, Mo.
der, Memphis, Tenn., purchased trav- retained his membership, and at the quiries was "We prefer to play at
INCREASING
NUMBERS OF CAMPMissea Ella Quigley and Florence elers' checks with a fraudulent cash- time of his death had the distinction home unless
you can guarantee us
ING AND FISHING PARTIES
Cllne of Columbus, who have been iers' check. This was on June 3. On of being the oldest in membership In here was
inserted amounts ranging
GO TO MOUNTAINS
spending severe weeka In Las Vegas June 11, a man giving the name of his lodge. He was the son of the'late from $200 to $500. Raton will play
and at the surrounding mountain re- Ben Hackaday, purchased travelers' Jonathan and Mercy (Harmon) Wight, in Yankee for a
purse of $500. San
In increasing numbers fishers and sorts, left last night for home.
checks to the amount of $100 at the and was born at Baldwin, Me., June ta Fe plays at home because of the
Dr. Ashley and daughter, MIsb Kate Des Moines office of the express com- 20, 1822. He was united in marriage De
campers are packing up their' utenVargas pageant and Albuquerque
sils and hastening for the mountains. who have been spending several days pany. Alexander and Hackaday are to Miss Elizabeth S. Irish, daughter will be
their opponents. Trinidad,
From now until September 1 the shad- at the home of Dr. and Mrs. W. R. one and the same person. This fact of Asa and Patience Irish of Sebago, and Dawson
will be busy at ot'.ier
ed elopes and the beds of the moun- Tipton, went today to Santa Fe for a has been established.
Several of aud settled in Naples. Here he was places.
The strengthened
Wagon
tain streams will be lined with sum- day's visit. . Their home is in Cripple the checks purchased at Oklahoma residing when gold was' discovered Mound team looked like the best
promer vacationists.
The mountain re- Creek, Colo.
City have been cashed in Des Moines in California in '"49." He contracted position and the management made
sorts are enjoying a good patronage.
Morton Howell of the Santa Fe of- and Omaha.
the "gold fever" and was one of the arrangements to bring the aggregaThe news that comes from those who fice returned this afternoon from his
Hackaday, Hockaday or Alexander, first to seek his fortune in that rough tion here.
are escaping the summer heat comes vacation trip to Chicago and Buffalo, acompanled by a woman was register- and unsettled country, going at the
The Albuquerque games Sunday
to town with the breeze it the hills, N Y, ; Hpwell's mother, who accom- ed in the Klrkwood hotel In Des time when It meant a three months'
and Monday undoubtedly will be hard
'
the scent of the pines .and the mur- panied him on his trip, remained in Moines as Earl E. Hackaday and wife, sea voyage by way of Cape Horn, beThe Grays have
fought contests.
San Antonio, Tex. The description fore reaching
muring of the streams. The Optic will Tucumcarl' fof a visit to friends.
the land of golden been
since
strengthened
considerably
H. A". True, of Boston, eastern man- of the man tallies remarkably well promise. His quest proved very sucmake a feature thia summer of pubtiielr last appearance here. The Ma
lishing news from the mountains reg- ager for'the Kelly mines, at Socorro, with that of the lamented B. E. Hock-day- . cessful and about two years later he roons are
correspondingly stronger.
ularly at intervals of about once each is ln jUie ,city, the guest of his neHeight, 5 feet 10 inches; weight returned to his home in Naples, soon Dan Padilla is anxious to
grab both
sister-in-laweek.
160
H.
28
he
moved
about
phew, Frank
to 32; hair alter which
his family to
Clark, and his
pounds, age
games as he Is still stinging under
The new bridge across the gulch
Mr. Clark's mother, who Is dark and inclined to be curly; nose, South Windham, where they lived
the defeat he met here In the first
Just above Hermit lodge In the Galli--na- s dangerously ill at Las Vegas hospital. medium size; complexion light; face at the outbreak of the Civil war in contest
of the last two games.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Harris of Okla- smooth.
Clean cut in appearance, 1861.
canyon Is now completed. C. W.
"Wesner was the chief In the move- homa) A Rainy, and family, and Mr. suave in manner and a fluent talkAt the first call he enlisted as a
of the and Mrs. T. W. Garrard will leave er. The description of the woman re- volunteer in Company A, Fifth Maine
ment for the construction
The tomorrow morning for the Mora gistered as Hackaday's wife tallies regiment, where he served during
above the bed of the gulch.
bridge, which' Is eighty feet In length, branch of the Pecos where they will with that of the woman Hockaday the entire campaign, seeing much actwelve feet wide and twenty feet spend a month or more camping introduced as his wife here except tive service, and that he was one of
structure will make easy of travel and fishing.
her hair Is described as black. .The the bravest in time of battle is atwhat formerly was one of the worst
Arthur Hazlett left this afternoon v oman who was here with the Beaver tested by the following remark, replaces on the road. The bridge is for Clovis to begin his duties as night organizer was a perfect blond. The cently made by a member of his comThe highest point of woman's hap
"built of heavy timber contributed yardmaster at that place.
Hazleft, couple are said to have been register pany: "To my- own personal knowl piness is reached only through moth1y the United States forestry service has been employed here by the Santa ing at other hotels as Mr. and Mrs. edge he saved the regimental colors erhood, in the clasping of her child
and will constitute a link in the scenic Fe for several years and Is a young J. H. Fudge of St. Louis. Mo. They at the first battle of Bull Run, and his within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
work there was the ground on which
highway which will cross the Pecos railroad man of experience. His re- have not been arrested.
and shrinks from the suffering incie
mountains.
moval
Clovis
of
two
to
About
In
seventy-fivfcasln and
is
Las Vegas men another was made captain in the reg- dent to its consummation.
the line of proranges
But for
H. D. Burral returned Jast Thurs- motion and his friends are glad to will have no difficulty in calling to ular army, when the credit belonged nature's ills and discomforts nature
memory Mr. E. B. Hockaday. With to Wight." He was promoted to the provides remedies, and in Mother's
day from a tour of the Pecos forest see him moving up the line.
smooth stories, all of which have rank of first lieutenant and later serv Friend is to be found a medicine of
the various
on which he inspected
been found to be falsehoods, he suc- ed for more than a year as acting great value to every expectant mother.
scattered seeding plants order to reis an oily emulsion for external
port upon their condition. Mr. Bur-ra- THE AGONY OF A BABY UNDER ceeded in organizing a Las' Vegas dam captain, in place of the captain who It
of ingredients
of the Independent Order of Beavers. was taken prisoner. At the close of application-- composed
is In charge of the forest service
which act with beneficial and soothWhen the oharter members of the the war he became a contractor and ing effect on those
A SKIN AFFLICTION
planting staton.
portions of the
dam discovered the deceptions, which builder in Portland, finally moving his system involved
Forest Ranger A. J. C. Wells visitIt is intended to
did not occur until Mr. Hockaday had family to Chelsea, Mass.,
ed the Upper Galllnaa and Harvey's
where he prepare the system for the crisis, and
Is all the more terrible because it can't
disappeared, they disbanded the dam continued in business for a number thus relieve, in great part, the sufferThursday making timber for use in
which the mother usually
the construction of the new bridge tell you bow it suffers. But there is and cut loose from the Beavers, or- of years. He then went west again, ing through
hanf not only relief but a
passes. The regular use of Mother's
the
Hermit
club.
nd issuing perailts to the residents relief at
at
This or locating
ganizing
first in Kansas. From Friend will repay any mother in the
i
In the district for various privileges permanent ,'cure from prickly heat, ganization, when it became known there he went to New Mexico, locat comfort it affords before, and the helpthat the government grants without rashes,, :hivv eczema and all other that the Elks intended building a ing at Las Vegas, where he remained ful restoration to health and strength
skin a,!XAHlnfl eo prevalent among in- club house, disbanded rather than es until
conflicting with the forest regulaJanuary, 1910, when at the earn it brings about after baby comes.
Mother's Fnend
fants' a rth'g the summer months. If tablish a club in opposition to the an- - est solicitation of
tions.
relatives, he decid is for sale at
to
want
rest
see
easy
baby
your
you
M.
tlered
have
Sundt
M.
Pnd
ed
Mrs.
to return east, making the entire
Mr.
boys.
stores.
The supreme dam of the Beavers, trip of 2,600 miles alone. Since that drug
lolned the Las Vegaa colony at Har-pey- once again and a look of relief
Write for our
over
it
little
apply
'ace,
just
spread
when it was informed of Mr. Hocka- - time he had resided
ranch.
,
with his daugh free book for
ZEMO. We be
A permit to maintain a forest camp this splendid remedy
infrtatit moth
days' misrepresentations,
denounced ter at whose
residence he passed ers which contains much valuable
that in his tactics and it is believed this re
at the Harvey carriage house has lieve honestly and sincerely
find the cure you have sulted In
information, and many suggestions
been obtained and It Is understood ZEMO, you will
Hockaday losing his posi away.'
We can tell you in tion as a
lor.
been
Mr. Wight was the father of six of a helpful nature.
praying
well
bed
as
and
be
shelter
win
supreme organizer for the
there
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta. C.
we have made thousands order.
children as follows: Louise M. Little
as provisions for man and beast ob- all truth that
with'
of parents hapy
tainable there at all times during the and thousand
of South Windham, Irvett, deceased.
summer season after July 1. This this simple but sure remedy.
Eugene M. of Old Orchard. George
And to prove our absolute sincerity,
Illustrated Rhymes.
will be a convenience for people who
W., killed in Piercevllle,
sell'
all
hava Instructed
druggists
Kan., by
Quite a stunt for an Impromptu
visit the canyon for a day or two we
refund
the
to
purchaser
ZEMO,
of young people recently was train while crossing track during a
ling
party
only.
his money if the very first bottle does a contest which consisted In Illustrat- sand storm, Mrs. Jennie Howes of
Beer in pairs and herds are seen
not bring relief. Used persistently ing Mother Goose rhymes.
They North Andover, Mass., and Charles
freauently on the mountains these thereafter ZEMO Is bound to cure.
seemed to enjoy the fun mightily and
multitudinous
and
the
days. Herbage
It certainly tookx little time or trouble A. of Ashland, Mass. His wife died
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP make the
"Hld flowers are much more advancto get it up.
la 1907. Prior to April, 1910, his
most economical as well as the cleanVerses from the celebrated rhymes health
ed than Is usual for this season of
was very good for a person of
for
and most effective treatment
were written on large pieces of cardtW year. Grain and potatoes are est
and
his
skin
scalp
affections of the
board and they were passed with penage, but upon that date he sus
W"
mflklnsr raold growth and showers are
OmpltmlPmMM
cils.
whether on infant or grown person.
tained
a paralytic shock from the efM
of dally occurrence.
Each boy or girl drew a picture to
"Sold and guaranteed by druggists
9100,000.00
;H. A. Harvey, of Harvey's upper evervwhere and in East Lae Vegas by ilustrate the rhyme he or she held and fects of, .which, ie never recovered.
.... . ::"
,
In
the
the prizes were announced as being In During the last' monthVof his illness
rjmch, who Is now presiding
for the';best
mountains for his thirtieth yearc',gom
waiting
he was visited' ba!mimber.'of his old
'
"Twenty minutes were allowed for
sylers the outlook fo fine crope-anto
'"
BHroi
f thinking up ths picture and drawing comrades and many of his brother
tv,v.. j'WarnlDd
fat cattle most exeellpnt.
a Waconjwll Bast SU'Batn'M;, it The first prize was a nicely
illus. Masons.
a1El Porvenlr was pelted by many ends out this warning to railroaders: trated book and the second a plaatejr
my
railroad,
on
"A
the
conductor
ople from Las Veeis Sunday. The
"
of parts goose filled with bonbons.
THOSE BAD SPELLS ' ''
fountain resort furnishes a splendid snrv ran uri a chronic lnTUmmatlon
miserable
was
I
of the kidneys, and
Lebanon, Jet Ky. Mrs. Minnie
place to spend a hot summer day and all played out A friend advised
of this place, says: "I believe
Maxim Predicts Aerial War.
Lamb,
the
from
snd the drive each wpv is delightful.
day
Kldnev Pills and
men-wh- n
tha
n
That
vouni
I
art
would
have been dead, by now, had
to
I commcn.-eI
Several parties of fishermen visittaking them, began Inflamma- experimenting in aeronautics are the it not been for Cardui. I haven't had
The
strength.
Suned the mountains Saturday and
Hnn ripord nnri i am far better than ones who will save the country in ths one of those bad
spells since I com
day. They reported the trou tare' bit- I have been for twenty years. The next great war is the declaration ot
to
menced
use
this
medicine." Car
ing well nn fllea and come eood catch weakness and dizzy Mells are a thing Hudson Maxim.
dui is a specific medicine for the ills
recommend
are
I
DurWith
defenseless
"We
and
of
highly
the
practically
and
past
earlier
es were made.
Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Scahefer the arrival of an aerial fleet will prove from which women suffer. Made from
part of the fishing season the trout and Red
Cross Drug Co.
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EXCURSIONS

Pueblo, $11.90
Colorado Springs, $13.70
Denver, $16.60

COLORADO POINTS

1

St. Louis, Mo., $40.30
Chicago,
.

,

'

St. Paul, Hinn., $46.30
111.,

$46.30

Tickets on sale dally June I to September 30, 1911,
are first class and good for stop-ove- rs
In either direction,
final limit October 31, 1911

-

D. L. BATCHELOR,

Agent.

If it may be termed a scieRce
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include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number

The

Science of
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of prospective buyers.
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class in the southwest use the
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Fourth of July Celebration

Santa Fe,
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,

N.
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--

Races

-

'

Base Ball

Other Games

-

BAND CONCERTS

.

-

Parade of Boy Scouts, Firemen, Automobiles, and various
Gvic and Military Organizations.
Tickets on sale July 2, 3 and 4; good returning until July 5, 1911

Fare for tho Round Trip 03.35
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of future prosperity is shown when you begin to save
.
your rrioney.i
,

.Iyl2
..THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

a
urges you to start onjthe road to prosperity
as modestly as you please. The start itself, not the
sizejoTit, is the principal thing. 30ncej commenced, the
habit of putting by a little will grow." WherT'that rainy
!
day comes you'll be mighty glad you Required it. 3
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President,
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Estray Advertisement
Notice to hereby given to whom It
Notice Is hereby given to whom it THE LOBBY
may concern that the following de may concern that the following deSHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed
taken
was
animal
by
up
estray
M.
L.
J.
House, House, N.
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
M.
N.
C.
Q.
Cullers,
Moriarty,
One sorrel mare about 14tf
To-wOne bay mare 13 or 14
bands high, 8 or 9 years old.
years old, star
Branded
ff"l hands high, about 18 hind
foot white.
left
with
in
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
forehead,
f
On left hip
Branded
One sorrell mare about 14 hands
On left hip
high, 7 or 8 years old.
welcome to the
Said animal being unknown to this CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A brothers always
Branded
O.
W.
Wood,
sachem;
wigwam.
A. M. Regular comBoard,' unless claimed by owner on or
On left hip
10
and
records
of
chief
date
said
and
David
1911,
being
8,
before
first
Flint,
munication
5
July
14
bands,
One bay mare about
ad
of
this
each
in
last
appearance
collector of wampum.
third Thursday
days after
or 6 years old.
month. Visiting brothvertlsement, said estray will be sold
Branded
ers cordially invited. B. P.' O. ELKS Meets second and
by this Board for the benefit of the
On left hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
.
found.owner
when
H.
William
Stapp, W. M.; Chas.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
hands
One sorrel mare about 13
Albuquerque, N. M.
BOARD,
SANITARY
1
'1
CATTLE
Advertisement
28,
June
Secretary.
last
June
17,
Estray
Sporleder,
pub.
2 years old.'
First pub.
month at O. R. C. halL Visiting
high,
Notice U hereby given to whom it
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
Brothers are cordially Invited. G.
I
mav concern that the following de
'11
2,
28,
NO.
iAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY,
First nub. June 17, last pub. June
On left hip
Ettray Advertisement
scribed estray animal was taken up by
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D W.
KNIOHT8 TEMPLAR RegNotice la hereby given to whom It N C. Tidwell, Dwyer, N. M.
hands
One sorrel horse .about 13
TuesAdvertisement
mav concern that the following de
second
Condon, Secretary
conclave
Estray
aSS3ular
t:
One gray mare about
high, 2 years old.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Ma-to whom It
at
month
given
is
each
Notlce
hereby
jn
aay
old.
ears
F7
Branded
V.. F. Forsythe, East Las Vegas, N. ai.
de- may concern that the following
ionl) Xelnpie at 7:30 p. m. C. D.- F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
Branded
On left hip
One black mare, weight
waa
by Boucher. s.
taken
up
animal
scribed
estray
day evenings each month, at FraC; Chas. Tamme, ReOn left shoulder
Main 2.
Said animal being unknown to this
. Optic's Number,
about 600 lbs., has bay colt.
I
M.
N.
Blanca,
Tona
or
Eleuterlo Leyba,
corder.
unless claimed by owner on
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Board,
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before July t. 1911, said date being 10
One black mare about 10
E3
On
Brothers
hip
right
cordially Invited to attend.
ADVER
CLASSIFIED
On left hip
ATES FOR
days after last appearance of this ad- years old, weight about 700 lbs. about LAS
CHAPTER NO. a,
VEGAS
Ear marks
B.
F.
McGulre,
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President; E. C
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wiH
be
vertisement, said estray
5 feet high.
ROYAL ARCH MASON8 Regular
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benefit
for
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the
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this
by
Ward,
Secretary.
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to
iiua
Said animal being unknown
Branded
convocation first Monday
Said animal being unknown to mis Board, unless claimed by owner on or owner when found.
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unless
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;
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a
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this
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last
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after
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JUV
days
or
on
owner
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Board, unless claimed by
A, Rutledge, H.
aiier met ypci um i i
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
ed will be booked at space actually days
Estray Advertisement
H- before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
vertlsement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the
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whom
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for
set, without regard to number
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this
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owner when found.
may concern that the following ae- - dr.ys after last appearance
secretary.
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words. Cash In advance preferred, owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
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will
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ocribed estray animal
estray
taken up
vertisement,
CATTLE SANITARY BOAKD.
N. M.
E.
P. Mackel, F. S.
Albuquerque.
W.
M.
of the
H. Gale, Lucia, N.
Albuquerque, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
13V&
'11
One
about
horse
28,
June
found.
bay
First pub. June 17, last pub.
owner when
s. Meets first and third Fri I. O. O. F LAS VEGA 8 LODGE NO.
hands high .about 12 years old.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
620
cook.
Good
Wanted
1. Meets every Monday evening at
Inquire
Estray Advertisement
M.
N.
Branded
Albuquerque,
days In Masonic Temple. Mrs
Notice la hereby Riven to whom It
Estray Advertisement
their hall on Sixth street. All visitWashington.
'11
28,
On
shoulder
June
whom
last
de17,
to
it
pub.
June
right
Notice ia hereby given
may concern that the following
First pub.
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
deing brethren cordially invited to atBranded
SCribed estray animal was taken up by
may concern that the following
Thomas B. Bowen, .Worthy Patron;
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
RANTED Dining room girt. 403 R. scribed estray animal was taken up by N. C. Tidwell, Dwyer, N. M
On right hip
Catarrh in this sec
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary
B. P. Forsythe, East Las Vegas, N. M,
T. Rogers. V. G.; T. M. El wood.
It. avenue.
One gray mare about 12
Said animal being unknown to tn.s tion of the country than all other
One small iron gray mule, years old.
nut together, and until the last
721 Fourth street
Main
Phone
231,
Secretary; W. E Crites, treasurer;-- C
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
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before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 few years was supposea to db uiV. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
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cvm. a irrMT manv Tears mo
I
1
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NO
days after last appearance of this ad- tors'
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On left hip
DORADO
and
EL
pronounced it a local disease con
vertisement, said estray will be so'd
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and by
FOR SALE White Wyandotte hens,
Branded
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODtlhls Board for the benefit of the prescribed local remedies,
by
On left hip
witn nwu treat$3 and $10 per doz., according to
On right hip
stantly failing to cure incurable.
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
owner when found.
Scievery Monday, evement, pronounced it
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said animal being unknown to this
Meets the second and fourth. Friquality. Mrs. M. E. Johnson, Hum
con
a
to
be
catarrh
has
ence
hall.
In
proved
Castle
on
or
ning
Board, unless claimed by owner
Albuquerque. N. V. stitutional disease ana tnereiore reBoard, unless claimed by owner on or
boldt, Kan.
days of each month in th W- - O.
before July 8, 1911. said date being 10
Ju,y 8. 191i sald dat0 Deln)t 10 First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11 quires constitutional treatment. Hall s
Visiting Knights are
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
or
-tms
aa:
alter last appearance
d
.fter last nDeajftnc- nf tha ad.
invited.
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
COR SALE Legal blanks of all de days
cordially
Clay, Venerable
Consul;
George
vertlsement, said estray will be sold vertisement, gaW
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sold
will
Sr
Co..
be
is
Toledo.
Ohio,
nhoTifiv
tray
Chas. E. Llebsoh-nlescriptions. Notary seals and reo-- by this Board for the benefit of the by ma Board for the benefit of the
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
Estray Advertisement
constitutional cure on the maronly
owner wnen louiw.
Notice la hereby given to whom it ket It is taken Internally in doses
, nwT1M. when fmmH
Chancellor assistant deputy. Visiting Neighnrds at The Optlo orcce.
may concern that the following de- from 10 drops to a teaapoonrul.
tAUU1 OAiNiiAivi BUAtiu.
Commander. Harry
it
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD
bors are cordially invited.
m m
scribed estray animal was taken up by acta directly on the blood and mucouB
Albuquerque, N. M.
Martin, Keeper of
"OR' SALE Buff Plymouth Rock First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28. '11
"'11
B.'.as
M.
N.
.Sandoval,
offer
Alameda,
surfaces of the system. They
Flm pub June 17, last pub. June 28,
Records and Seal.
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Money
One dark bay horse about ntrn hnnflrea aouars ior any vaxo n
DENTISTS.
ana
Send for circulars
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag8 or, 9 years old, weighs about 700 fails to cure.
Advertisement
Advertisement
Estray
Estray
testimonials
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
Kie ti. Stevens. Humboldt, Kan- - R 2.
F. R. LORD
Notice Is hereby given to whom it lbs.
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.. To
UNION OF AMERICA
Meets first
deconcern
the
that
Branded
Ohio
following
may concern that the following
ledo,
i
DENTIST
scribed estray animal was taken up by l scribed estray animal was taken up by
Sold by druggists, 75e.
On right shoulder
and third Wednesdays of each
Earl Littrell, Colfax, N. M.
for const!
Marselion Sanchez, Padillas, N. M.
Pills
Hall's
Take
family
Pioneer
Office
Building
Branded
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
nation.
One sorrel blazed faced
One small bay horse about
Rooms 3 and 4
On left shoulder
FOR KENT Furnished rooms. In
A. E. Hay ward, F. M.; W. A.
hall.
horse reigning about 700 lbs.
J
years old.
Phone Main 67
Said animal being unknown to un
Givens, Secretary.
quire at 1209 Mora Ave.
Visiting mem- Office
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medl- Branded
Branded
Main 413
Residence
Phone
ioard, unless claimed by owner on or cine. They are hea'ing, strengthen
bers cordially ,invited.
On left shoulder
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 ing, antiseptic and tonic. They act
On left shoulder
RENT Modern furnished house.
Said animal being unknown to this Firbt pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, "11 nuickly. O. O. Sohaefer and Red
Branded
723 Fifth, street.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
NO.
Inquire 623 Rail
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
unless claimed by owner on or days after last appearance of this ad Cross Drag Co.
Board,
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nip
102 Meets every Monday night at
road avenue.
DENTI8T ,
animal nctno. iinlrTmnm tn t a before July 8, 1911, said date being 10 vertisement, said estray will be sold
their hall in the Schmidt building, Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has
TnrH ,,T.1a rlamvl hv ownoi- - nn nr ways Biter mai appearance OI mis aa- by this Board for the benefit of the
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m A
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XR RENT Small house partly fur- horo T..iir 9 ion
Mm, i.i vertlsement, said estray will be sold owner when found.
office and residence.
at
CATTLE
SANITARY
on
BOARD.
to
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nished, cheap
right parties,
days after last appearance of this ad owner when found,
Albuquerque, N. M.
11th Street, Add. Box 244 E. Las vertlsement, said estray will be sold
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presiCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
by this Board for the benefit of the
ATTORNEYS
N. M.
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, SecreVegas.
Albuquerque,
owner when found.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28, '11
tary; C. Bally, Treasurer.
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CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Geo. H- - Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
Notice is hereby given to whom i
PARTY going away, will rent handAlbuquerque, N. M.
concern
.
ROSENWALD
may
E.
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following
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1. 0. of B. B.
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the
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dress B., care Optic
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in forehead.
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about
old,
years
weight
M.
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Greenclay,
600
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this Board for the benefit of the
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tfoley Kidney Pills take hold ot your by
of owner when found.
system and help you to rid yourself
Estray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
your dragging backache, dull neaaPhone Main 357.
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M.
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concern
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Estray Advertisement
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WEST BOUND
One brown horse about 12
pounds.
brisrht eyee and a lovely complexion,
on right n'P
Arrive
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the result of correct living and good hands high .almost a roan, about 15 Branded
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hip
On left hip
world. If your digestion is faulty
No. 3
6:15 A. M.
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No.
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P. M
animal
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San Miguel.
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No. 9
7:00 P. M
owner when found.
by this Board for the benefit of the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
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SANITARY BOARD.
owner when found.
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a
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No.
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vertisement,
be
estray
vertisement,
vertisement,
estray
estray
Plaintiff's attorney is Charles W. G. by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
Board for the benefit of the
this
by
owner when found.
"Ward, whose postofflce and business owner when found.
owner wben found.
BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY
CATTLU SANITARY BOARD.
address is Las Vegas, New Mexico.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
M
N.
Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, N. M.
JOHN JOERNS,
June
17, last pub. June 28. '11
'11
Albuquerque, N. M
First
June
pub.
June
last
23,
17,
First
pub.
pub,
Court.
of
District
Clerk

S6e Optic

men
COLUMN
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Estray Advertisement
Notloe ti hereby given to whom It
may concern that tha following described estray animal waa taken up by
Mr. J. T. Huber, Dexter, N. M.
One brown mare pony
about 9 years old, 14 bands nigh,
white epot in forehead.
Branded
BY
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 8, 1911, said date Being iu
days after last appearance of this ad
vert sement. said estray win oe som
by this Board for the benefit' of the
owner when found.
To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
Carlington Brothers, Vaughn, N. M.
One sorrel horse, fifteen
bands high, 8 years old.
Branded
rjTI
LsJ
On right hip'
Said animal being unknown to thu
Board, unless claimed by owner on o;
before July 8, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertlsement, said estray will be Bold
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. June 17, last pub. June 28. '11
To-wl- t:

RESTAURANT

To-wi-

lt:

DIRECTORY

Ti

To-wl-

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

uo

Wanted

To-wi- t:

dls-anj-

To-wi-

To-wi- t:

For Sale

M'

;

r.

in,n,,n.

To-wi- t:

y

For ilent

To-wi- t:

To-wl- t:

H

V, 1

To-wl- t:

To-wl-

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

To-wl-

First class work
and best

terials is my

motto. Esti-

mates cheerful'

-

ly given.

H. T. Davis

-

To-wi-

Cet Us Show Vou

To-wi- t:

To-wi-

p

The Occidental Fire Insurance Co.,

1

v

To-wl-

To-wi-

To-wl-

the

.

i
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Believing in the future of this City and New Mexico, The Optic
Occupies the Front Scat in the Van of Progress. What
helps Las Vegas mill in turn help the Optic to Grow

and Prosper as a Newspaper

And Sleep Abreast of the Times

Delivered to Your Door Every Evening in the Week
Except Sunday For IS Cents
By

rjail $6.00 a Year, Payable in Advance

This Being a Special Rate tor Mail Subscribers Only.
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LOCAL NEWS

Neckwear

'Tist cool out at Harvey's.
Buntings

for4th of July at Graafa

Always get the
barber shop.

in Bulk

bet at

16 inch

were $6.00, now $5.25

The

20

They Just Arrived
Tree

PHONE MAIN 379

Crow sold over the bar at
Long's Buffet.
Old

A Fresh Shipment Just In

If we had a phone hitched to the ear of every man in town,
we'd call them all in to see "Our New Line of Neckwear"

Nolette't

LUDWIG WM. ILFELD

per cent off sale at Graafa
Store.

-

BRIDGE STREET

Dry Goods

K

Don't forget the dance at
hall tonight. Flowers for all.

35 cents per lb.

Buntings for 4th of July at Graaf's.

Carriage to Harvey's In the
Leave calls at Murphey's

AT

ESTABLISHED 18 76

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

The

20

Lunch every morning at

10

o'clock

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at
the. Opera Bar. Served from bar
Children's extra heavy rompers 60c
The Fraternal Brotherhool will hold rels on the bar.
and 60o values for 35o at the new store
its regular meeting tonight. All memof Hoffman & Graubarti,
bers are expected to be present as
Positively no camping, finning or
business of importance will be
allowed on our ranch.
C
hunting
O. G. Schaefer is suffering from a
W. and F. J. Wesner.
severe attack of rheumatism and is
unable to be at his drug store.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Attention, Farmers and Stockmen.
We have a good supply of eight foot In the wood. Direct from distillery
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
All you want to you. At the Lobby, of course.
slabs, here in town.
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the at
five cents a piece. Romero Merfinest draught beers served over any
"SanJLa Fe'g baseball team returned
cantile company.
bar in the city.
from two combats with the Las Ve
The 20 per cent off sale at Graaf's gas boys, one of 3 to 8 in favor of
Pork chops, roast beef, or eggs.
the Meadow City and the other yes
Gooas Store.
Dry
baked rice salad, fried potatoes, hot
terday which was 7 to 3 in favor of
biscuits, lemon ioe and chocolate cake
Las Vegas. It is said that Manager
Lawrence
Clark
with
is
the
walking
for supper at White Kitchen.
aid of a cane as the result of stepping Burke will present a pair of glasses
on a nail while watering his garden to the gentleman who umpired the
During the absence of the regular
He and E. T. Plowman second game 'when McCarthy was in
yesterday.
night ticket agent at the Santa Fe
are
of organizing a march- the box." Santa Fe New Mexican.
talking
passenger station, J. E. Moore Is at
'
club.
ing
tending to the duties of that official.
Singers and musicians are wanted
for
the G. A. Stewart Union Evangel
The board of county commissioners
One lot of woman's union suits, low
istlc meetings, beginning at the Bap
a
held
session
short
this
adjourned
neck and sleeveless with lace or
tist church Sunday, July 9th. In the
plain bottom. '35c values for 19e at morning for the purpose of allowing orchestra some
one who can pUt
some
small bills. The board was in
the new store of Hoffman & Graubcello and one or two other good viol
session
a
few
minutes.
Chair
ony
arth.
man Roman Gallegos of San Jose did inista are needed. Singers, male and
not attend the meeting .only Commis female who are able to read music
Attention, Farmers and Stockmen.
are desired. Rehearsals are held
We have a good supply of eight foot sioners John S. Clark and Benigno the
Baptist church Friday and Mon
All you want Martinez being present.
slabs, here In town.
dny evenings 7:30 o'clock.
af five cents a piece. Romero Mer
Trinidad made it two out of three
cantile company.
HARVEY'S
ftom the Cheyenne Indians yesterday,
On The Mountain, Now Open
30th Season.
The 20 per cent off sale at Graafs winning the last game of the series
3 to 2.
Galgano pitched for Trinidad Cool, beautiful restful resort.
Dry Goods Store.
and held the Indians to four hits Clean, comfortable aceommnrtatlrvia
to the southwest was Appetizlnp, wholesome bountiful table
Sofia Lopez, the infant daughter of Cheyenne's trip
Saddle hiirrna fnr rldlne- nn nhaum
a disastrous one, four games being
Best people, only, patronize Harvey's.
on the
Ignaclo Lopez, postmaster
lost in Raton and Trinidad.
uarnage out wed. and Saturdav.
West side, died Sunday after a short
Fare, $1. Rates. $2 a day: tlO a week
illness from cholera infantum. - The
Leave orders at Murphey's.
The Mountainair Chautauqua assofuneral was held yesterday.
ciation has issued a handsome
depicting the attractions to be af ENGLISH MEALS SHORTENED
J. B. Brunsdon of Clayton has filed
with John Joerns, clerk of the court forded visitors to the Mountainair as
for the Fourth judicial district, a pe sembly August 2 to 13, inclusive. The Tendency Now is Toward Decrease of
NumDor or unnei and jnprease n
tition requesting his discharge as a program is filled with interesting and
Speed of Service;'
instructive
lectures
enand
high class
bankrupt. Mr. Brunsdon filed a pe
New Mexico resources
tition in bankruptcy some time ago. tertainments.
When Georee Tlcknor was In Enr- day is an occasion during the Chau land more than seventy
He is a cattle man.
years ago be
tauqua when it is proposed to have was often amazed at the length of
some of the best speakers and boos time spent over the two formal meals
Recent visitors to Raton say that ters in
New Mexico describe the won- of the day, breakfast and ginner. It
the new Elks heme at that place will
derful resources and chances for de was nothing unusual for the former
be ready for occupancy about the
to last for a couola of hours, while
velopment offered by the territory.
a dinner might start at 8:30 and be
middle of next month. The buildini: Admirable
camping facilities are fur vrotracted till mldnlchtt
And th
has been completed and the furnishnished on the Chautaii
were as many and substantial
iouraes
are
ings
arriving and being installed. and a record
breaking crowd is ex- kg the meals were lengthy. But times
The Raton Elks expect to give a bis
have changed. With regard to dinpected to be present this year.
house warming when they move into
ners recent years have witnessed,
the new home. They are planning to
jays a qualified observer, considera
ble alteration as to the number of
Invite Elks from all parts of New
dishes.
Formerly a constant aublaot
Mexico and southern Coloardo to be
of complaint with regard to dinner
present.
parties was mat tnere were too many
courses, but If thinrs ro on aa thv
have been goto of Jate, quests will
Invitations to an enjoyable function
PINEAPPLES
.
"
MAM k.M - A
which will occur at the First Presbyi i,
wai ujey JQYe
abla
the fashion
terian church tomorrow evening have
modern tendency beine tojtfye a Very
been issued. The affair is a mem- pfece of the joint.
Pfht ntree
hers' social. It is planned for the enich How seldom figures on a menu.
tertainment of the members of the
This and another entree, soup, a little fish, and a very light sweet seem
The church session
congregation.
to be considered sufficient dinner for
will be hosts and the hostesses will
even a large party; and those guests
be Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs.
who do not care for the entrees iret
Frederick H. Pierce, Mrs. Ralph R.
no dinner at all. In addipractically
Larkin and Mrs. Oscar E. Burch.
tion to this, everything is served at
such lightning speed that it is ar j
Ruling elders will be elected during
much as one can do to swallow t' JL
the evening.
rew mouthfuls called dinner be
Are
ones plate is snatched away.
On his next visit to Las Vestas.
which probably will be about the mid
A Hunter's Find.
dle of this week Judge Clarence J.
In 1889 a hunter in
Roberts is expected to make public
Wales took a fancy for r Xew Soutn
m
the personnel of. the new board of
meat, so he made a
p
mulga with no comr nlon
trustees of the Las Vegas land grant.
bu "f
He had no need On July J,
ef
office of the
of
either guides or
dogs, as he was . an
present board will come to an end.
experienced bush-man. The
A kangaroo sighted was
The last meeting will b. held June
wounded by
aim, but not badly enoueh
iti, at which time all business affairs
to disable
it Before he could sret in
another
will be put into shape for delivery
shot
it made off through the
salt b
Into the hands of the new board.
PURE THINGS TO EAT.
jsh at a terrific, but leaving
a
pi
tfo trail in drops of blood. so
Judge Roberts' appointments are bethf
ing awaited with Interest
c a hunter followed as fast as he
Ould. The trail gradually grew fainter as the wounded animal bled less
freely, and its pursuer was often
obliged to stoop and examine the
ground closely for the telltale signs.
After several hundred yards had been
covered without seeing any more
crimson spots, the hunter began to
the last of those Fine White Silverskin Od;ju11
think his quarry had escaped, when
he saw a single fleck of red before
him.. As he bent to look for more
10
petr
flecks the red changed to an iridescent
SMW
pale green, and. he saw it was a gem
l-- v
J
stone that lay before Trim; The kangaroo was not bagged,' but the White
Cliffs opal fields were discover

Because You Can't.

Buffet.

.

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

We have on Display All the New Shapes, Colors and Styles
of Weaves.

At Prices from 25c to

Do not miss (his chance to get an Electric Iron
30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

& Power Co.
Las Vegas Phone
Light
Main
206

7-

-

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

1

Classified ads. search out the people to whom amonV al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth moat.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, article of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

11

A

.rT...

PORCH CHAIR
FOR

UJm

EVERYONE

Through a special cheap
buy we will sell these

chairs at

Solid Oak in natural color, and
varnished, with arm rests, folds
to less than two inches in thickness. Easily adjusted.

$1.25 each
while they last

J. C. JOHNSEN
623-62- 5

& SON

Dougl&s Ave.

FOR 30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour
$1.30 por Sack

Every Sack Guaranteed

Las Vegas

1

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

for Canning

We Launder Your

Now is the Time

Negligee Shirts

For

for

.00

fH

SKT-Iernw-

the merits of our line of Bread, Cakes, Cookies etc., of which w
have the best In Las Vegas, via :
Home Made Bread
All Knds of
Pan Bread
Layer Cakes
Vienna Bread
Sunshine Cakes
Cream Bread
Ginger Cakes
Butter Cream Bread
Angel Food Cakes
Whole Wheat Bread
Wine Cakes
Loaf Cakes
Rye Bread
,: ; Raisin Cakes
Mohn Seed Bread
Macaroons
Cookies
Rolls
11
Vanilla Wafers
Doughnuts
Kisses
Fried Cakes

GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.

Square Deal'

AN ADJUSTABLE

5

I

We Want Everyone to Know

75c

GREENBERGER

-

57

We're Here to Show You

-

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

,f

You're a Lover ot "Choice Neckwear"

Come at Once, You Won't Bother Us

per cent off sale at Graafi
Store.

Dry Goods

at Long's

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

"I

Our Display is Well Worth Coming to See

tr

J. II. STEARNS

.

CLOSING OUT
at

Cents

Union
perry
r
Sor. hea
fa, 4e2

uari

n&

Son

p,

in a way that makes them look
much better than is possible
when they-ar-e
sent to a washerwoman, or done at home.
Tou will find that we make
them cleaner and whiter.
If
colored, we wash them thoroughly, but so carefully that the colors stay bright
We starch the shirts Just
right, so the bosoms stay In
place and the neckband- s- hold
your collars properly. And we
launder thecuffssothey look as
nice as your collar.
Good dressing demands that
your negligee shirt be sent us,
with your other linen.

ICE TEA
We have the Price

and Quality
Oriental

Blend.

$1.00

Fancy Ceylon Blend.

.75

JapahKftI

50
35

Fancy
Special

Blend

C. D. BOUCHER
The Coffee Man

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
'

Phone Main 81.

Keaa The Optic. It carries the
fuH,
Associated Press report.

